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‘OPTIMUS.’ PERKEN, SON & RAYMENT, tae LONDON. 
Fach Magic Lantern is efficient for exhibitions. ine Tens gives crisp definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographic Combination with 

rack and pinion. It is fitted to a telescopic lengthening tube, so gaining increased focal accommodation. The Condenser is composed of two 
plano-convex lenses of 4 inches diameter. The refuleent lamp has 3 wicks, (or 4 wicks 2s. extra,) yielding a brilliantly illuminated picture — 
Each is complete in box. 

THE MACIC LANTERN: MS eee AND USE. Contains complete Instructions, cloth covers, Price 6d. 

LANTERN 
PHOTOGRAPHS, 

12s. per doz. 

N 
18s. 6d. per d OZ 
COLOU ee 

Russian Iron Body Perforated Russian | Mahogany outside Body 
Iron Body, 2Panelled Doors, Brass CATALOGUE POST Japanned Metal B Slidine 

| rass Sliding Tubes, Brass rg Tubes, | Stages, Bain Tubes, FREE, 
30s. 45s. 

“OPTIMUS? BL-UNIAL LANTERN. FOR LiMe-ticuy” “OPTIMUS” Tete LANTERN, 
Panelled Mahogany Body, 4 doors and moulded foot, Achromatic The Top Lantern may be used separately with Oil Lamp. 

Photographic Front Lens, Conipound ‘Condensers. Brass Panelled Mahogany Body, 6 doors and moulded foot, Brass Stages 
Stages and Sliding Tubes .. 7 : - £8 8 and Tubes, Achromatic Front Lens, Compound Condensers .. £14 10 

am z oe Do ee ee 

WALTER TYLER’ S 
SpeciaL Artists and WorkMEN have been at work for 

many months past, producing numerous New Sets of 
Slides, and several great improvements in Lanterns and 
Apparatus. Having the largest stock, can generally execute 
orders same day. Very great 

BARGAINS in SECOND-HAND GOODS. 
The Largest Catalogue in the World connected with 

Lantern work will be ready early in October, price 6 stamps; 
or smaller Catalogue and Second-hand List sent post free. 

Motto; Best Quality, Lowest Prices, Prompt Despatch. 

WALTER TYLER, 
48 «50, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON. 

SEE CURTAIN DESIGN ON PAGE 178. 

EDWARDS LANTERN PLATES. 
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TRANSPARENCIES 
MADE OR COLOURED 

TWN THe BeSY POSSsilebiie . MAN N Bie 
BY 

FREDERICK J. STEDMAN, 
i'/4, BRIDGE ROAD, BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W. 

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED 
OOOO 
In answer to many enquiries please note address. STOCKS’ READ THIS. 

W. R. H I L L & S O N, COMPACTUS Halvor [rap adie article geo teeernnhn 
16th February, 1893, by 

Optical Scenic Artists MAGIC | "YupGine FROM MY OWN EXPERIENGE ANO THAT OF 

Uf'the Royal Polytechnic Institution for 35 Years, LANTERN || = SEVERAL LECTURERS 
(By Special Appotntment:) Faas ee 2 ae earrnee: ANYone ane wae uses « STOCKS: 

ALSo THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL THEATRES ETC., ETC. 1 aes LAMP... witt even Arter Be CONTENT To USE 
107 ' ONE OF THE ORDINARY PATTERN. 

Originally CHILDE & HILL, ic ia needed a Full Particulars from the Inventor. 
Sole Inventors of Dissolving Views and Effects. Renee eeeege ees 

Also the Chromatrope, Chromo Ediotrope, & Introducers j wor ceace wirw wear, W. STOCKS, Patentee, RYE. 
of the Lime Light on to the Stage (Drury Lane, 1855). 

Speciality 1 Bist class photo colouring mae | g-inch finest Condensers, large double combination Front Lenses with 

i 
| 

jar re. i 

Now bei original and Struane oy cteets. Polytechni | rack and pinion, chamber and blow- through jets, Malden dissolving 
Now being exhibited with great success at the Royal Polytechnic ; tap, ready foruse, Also for above, fifteen magnificent hand paintings 

i 
i 

Magnificent Modern Bi-unial Lantern 

Institution :—Statue of Liberty with grand electric light effects | 7 by 5. Set of the grand Opera “ Der Freischutz” with marvellous 
from torch (regd.) Niagara, with new special effects. God of the | effects, from the Royal Polytechnic Institution. Grand set of the 
Harvest, grand effect of sun setting behind trees (regd.) Monte {| « Ship’ on Fire” effects. Large chromatropes, Rackuntz astronomical 
Rosa, efiect of whole range lit up with rose pink (regd.), etc. ’ slides and diagrams most beantitully executed. Fine set of “ Pil- 

New list of choice effect sets will be ready shortly. grim’s Progress” with effects. A fortune to be obtained as a 
ON travelling show, to exhibit on a large or smallscale. Will be sold a 

13, BEVERSBROOK RD., TUFNELL PARK, LONDON, W.  wesrns'lsCostrtfoose-82°Moretmer Ric Wngsand 
Perfectly Safe as the saturator portion is self-supplying, so is always 

fully charged, and the gas fully saturated. 

Lonpon. N. 

No Waiting, works just the same as any ordinary jet. 

Will Dissolve just the same as any ordinary jet. 

Very Compact, occupying no more space, and causes less obstruction 
in lantern than any ordinary jet. 

Works Perfectly with benzoline, costing 4d. per hour. 

Weighs only 13 lbs. with three hours’ charge. 

Most Simple, portable, and brilliant lime light it is possible to poseess. 

SUITER’S SAFETY SATURATOR AND JET 
Combined in one. Price 40s. Trade Discount. Circular now ready 

Agent; EX, WOOD & Co., 32, Newington Butts (Near Elephant & Castle) London, S.E. 

WOOD'S 
LANTERNS AND SLIDES 

ON SALE OR HIRE. 100,000 Slides to Select from. 
PLAIN SLIDES, 12s. per doz. 

The ‘‘EUPHANERON ” LANTERN, with the four-wick W Lamp, £4 4s. 
The ‘‘CHEAP” LANTERN, with 4-in. Condenser and three wick Lamp, £1 10s. 

“MAGIC LANTERNS: How Made and How Used,” by A. A. WOOD, post free, 1s. 2d. 

Wood's New List of Slides and Lanterns. Post-free for One Stamp. 

HO G@. WOOD, 74, CHHAPSIDEH, LONDON 
Aud HORNE, THORNTHWAITE & WOOD, 416, STRAND, LONDON, W.C. 
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Notices. 

Tur Optical Magie Lantern Journal and Photographic 
Enlarger is issued on the Ist of every month, price One 
Penny, and may be obtained from all Newsvendors, 
Railway News Stalls, Photographic Dealers, or from 
the Publishers, at the following rates, post free :— 

United States. 
12 months is ae | O2E 60 cents. 
Single copies .. Sr ee 6 « 

Advertisements (Scale ‘of Charges), auplay 3 — 
s. 

Front and back pages, by arrangement. 
Ordinary page (whole). . 

(half) 
(quarter) 
(eighth) : 
per 1 inch in column... 
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Special ‘quotations for a series. 

ExcHance Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade) — 
First: 20 words, 6d.; and for every 3 additional 

words, ld. 

ADVERTISEMENTS must reach the office not later 
than the 24th of each month. All cheques and postal 
orders to be made payable to Taylor Brothers. 

EpirortaL communications must be addressed, J. 
Hay Tayvntor. Advertisements and business communi- 
cations to Taylor Brothers, 56, Chancery Lane, 
London, W.C. 

American Agents :—The International News Co., 83 
and 85, Duane Street, New York City. 

NOTICE. 

Many CoRRFSPONDENTS STILL FORWARD THEIR ComMUNIca- 

TIONS TO THE OLD Appress. WILL THEY PLEASE NOTE 

THAT Oun ADDRESS IS 

56, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C. 

Notes. 

Many people seem to think that ether or other 
saturators have had their day. On investiga- 
tion we are of the opinion that this is in the 
main the thoughts of those who for some reason 
or other have not yet tried them. The general 
reason given seems to be that ether is a dangerous 
thing to handle—-so is a razor for that matter ; 
but because a child gets hold of one and cuts its 
fingers, or a lunatic cuts his throat with this 
instrument, it would be ridiculous to suggest 
that people give up shaving on the plea that the 
razor 1s a dangerous instrument, or that steam- 
boilers should be discarded because some one in 
his carelessness exploded one. We think we 
may safely assert that saturators, instead of 
having had their day, are only now becoming 
popular, and we have not heard that anyone 
who has given it a thorough trial has anything 
to say against modern forms, A few more 
seasons will find them in general use. 

* 

On the 11th ult., at the Ashton-under-Lyne 
Photo Society, Mr, Lees gave anew departure 
in a lecture on making lantern-slides. He 
devoted a considerable time to projecting upon 
the screen a number of slides, showing various 
faults, at the same time pointing out how these 
faults could be remedied. During the same 
lecture he showed slides with clouds printed 
on the cover glass, and also repeated the same 
slide without the clouds, thus showing the 
great improvement in the former. 



Arter the publication of our last journal we ; 
learned that the illustrations sent in. with the 
article on page 147 were reproductions from the 
“Cyclist Annual’ of 1885, the copyright of which 
belongs to Messrs. Iliffe and Son, and we hereby 
tender our apologies to that firm. We have 
communicated with the writer of the article in 
question, who also expresses his regret, he not 
having been aware of the previous publication 
by Messrs. Iliffe of the illustrations. 

Mr. W. I. CuHapwick was, we understand, 
the first person who published the method how 
to ascertain the contents of a cylinder of com- 
pressed gas, viz. :—-By dividing the number of 
atmospheres indicated by the number of times 
that the capacity of the cylinder in feet 
was coutained in 120. 

A TRANSLATION of Dr. Eder’s ‘‘ Handbuch 
der Photographie’ is now appearing in the 
Amateur Photographer. Dr. Iider’s book is 
recognised as a standard on emulsion photo- 
graphy. 

be + At 

WHEN on a recent trip to Chicago, Mr. Archer 
(Archer & Sons, Liverpool) took some charming 
views in and about the exhibition. 
received a few prints from the negatives, and 
learn that the slides are being made as fast as 
possible. 

Mr. Ropert H. Crarx, of Royston, Herts, 

finding it somewhat difficult to keep up with 
his numerous and increasing business in 
lanterns, slides, &c., has rebuilt a portion of his 
premises. These have just been completed, and 
Mr, Clark is now prepared to supply lanternists 
with anything and everything on the shortest 
possible notice. 

———— ‘0: ——. 

Judging Lantern-slides 

Exhibitions. 

at 

At a meeting held recently, at which Mr. 
Andrew Pringle and some other well-known 
judges at photographic exhibitions were among 
those present, the wise resolution was passed 
that no awards should be made in relation to 
lantern-slides without projecting images of 
them upon the screen, the decisions to depend 
upon the appearance of the projections. With 
a, colourless slide, presenting nothing but pure 
black and white, this may not be so necessary; 
but when colour comes into play it is exceed- 
ingly necessary. lor instanee, the more 

We have j 
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dclicate purples which make some slides look 
excecdingly beautiful by daylight, are quite lost 
when projected by a light rich in yellow rays, 
such as that from an oil lamp; and with the 
limelight the result is not much better, that 
light, despite its brilliancy, being poor in true 
violet rays. The electric light does most justice 
to this class of slide; the magesium light also 
would be good were it practically available. The 
question ought farther to have been decided by 
the judges, whether the particular light for use 
with which the slides were intended should not 
be used in the judging. #or instance, in 

! the course of some experimental researches in 
relation to the obtaining of images of different 
colours with photographic transparencies, a 
person known to us has obtained rich tones by 
one method, in which it hag not yet been possi- 
ble to avoid a pale primrose stain over the 
whole slide, something to the eye like that pre- 
sented by photograplis taken by the primuline 
process. ‘he tinge is such that with an oil 
light it would scarcely be perceptible, if at all, 
yet would add to the warm appearance of the 
image on the screen, but with the limelight 
would probably be recognised as yellow. ; 

There is another point to be considere¢— 
namely, that as purple images when projected 
upon the screen by ordinary lights appear to be 
of some other colour, it is impossible to tell by 
inspection of such slides in daylight exactly 
what that colour will be. In some cases it is 
rich, in others it is poor. The new plan of 
judging will be a boon to disappointed competi- 
tors, because in daylight they can point out to 
their friends their own slides, and how much 
better they look than those which have taken 
prizes. This raises the further problem—Is it 
judicious to place lantern-slides on public view 
by daylight at exhibitions, in those cases in 
which the awards bear relation to the colours of 
the slides as seen upon the screen ? 

—:0:—— 

The Problem of Inexpensive 

Stereoscopic Projection. 

A DIFFICULTY in the way of the utilisation for 
public purposes of stereoscopic lantern projec- 
tions, in which the effects are produced by 
means of polarised light is, that an analyser has 
to be placed in the hands of every person pre- 
sent; this, in any case, means a somewhat 
large first outlay on the part of the exhibitor, 
and in the case of a public exhibition, in which 
six or seven hundred persons are admitted on 
payment, there is, unfortunately, reason to fear 
that in the present state of society some of the 
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ARCHER'S LANTERN NOVELTIES. 
‘“ 

THE IDEAL” LANTERN, cine tienen 
Fnthusiastic Testimonials from Paul Lange, Esq., G. E. Thomp- 

Will show 
to perfection any distance, 8 feet to 80 feet from the screen. 

THE “IDEAL” DISSOLVER AND CARRIER FRAME. he 
Highly praised 

son, Esq., Manchester Camera Club, and many others. 

most perfect ever invented for Single Lanterns. 
and used by the editor of this journal. Price 25s. 
A Wonderfully Good Safety Jet. Price 16s. 
The “ Photinus,” greatly improved, the most powerful Oil-Light 

Lantern in the world. Price complete £4 4s. 

New Set of Slides, “Slum Life in our Great Cities,” direct photos. 
Reading 6d. post free. 

Price 35s. 

Price 12s. per dozen. 
New Drawing Master Slide or Sketcher. 

Price £8 15s. COMPLETE, 

or Plainer Finish £7 5s. 

New Illustrated Catalogue, Many Novelties, Post Free, One Stamp, 

ARCHER & SONS, Patentees and Manufacturers, 43 to 49, LORD ST., LIVERPOOL. Estd. 1848. 

GENERAL WANTS, &c. 
Eee GRATIS. To Lanternists willing to accept 

them, Peek, Frean & Co., the Biscuit Manu- 
facturers, Drummond- road, S.E., are prepared to lend 
without charge, and to send post free, a pair of coloured 
Magic Lantern Slides, representing two of their adver- 
tisement pictures. 

A PRACTICALLY experienced lantern operator, who 
has filled numerous successful engagements at 

most of the Halls throughout Great Britain is desirous of 
entering into an- engagement with an Institution or 
lecturer ; highest references.— Capable,” c/o this 
Journal, 

| I. G. IRWIN, 3, Melgund Road, “Highbury, N., 
Lantern Operator. Entertainments provided. 

Open to accept engagements in neighbourhood of 
London. 

90"; Oxygen Cylinder fitted with Duplex Regu- 
lator, and Chadwick's Pressure Gauge, all as 

new; cost 109 shillings, take 60 shillings; also one of 
Hughe' s mahogany bodied Pamphengos Lauteras, fitted 
with Archer's lime jet; cost 138 shillings, take 90; in 
lock-up case complete.—Professor Da Frere, Cambridge 
Villa, Cambridge-street, Tunbridge Wells. 

OR SALE, 2 theatrical limelight lamp mixed jets, 
lenses and Galetin colours for tableaux vivants. 

(Manchester). —Lanp, c/o this Journal. 

theres for tracing Lantern slides, 3t size, 44d. per 
dozen; 3 dozen, 1s.—Puoro, 11 Bothwell-street, 

Glasgow. 

HOTOGRAPHS. Scottish 1 views, 6 by 9 size, extra 
value, 4d. each. Address—Puoro, 11, Bothwell- 

street, Glasgow. 

I ANTERN (Objective), Voightlander portrait a 
J nation, 12in. focus, 4fin. lenses. Suit large hall ; 

new; £7 7s. or offer. —Exon, 72, Upper-street, Tolington. 

ECTURER’S Lantern Outfit, best modern make, gas 
cylinders, blow thro’ jets, regulators, etc., ate.; 

two lenses, two screens, bamboo jointed stand, special 
mahogany lantern stand, etc. Cost £37. £30 or offer.— 
A. H., c/o Shew & Co., 88, Newman-street, Lo ndon, W. 

ANTERN Slides, Lett’s hymns, statuary (movable), 
Sell cheap or exchange for others; Chadwick's 

oxygen tank, bag, jets, etc., cheap. Lists exchanged.—2, 
Northbrook-street, Birmingham. 

ANTERN Operator, experienced, can accept occa- 
sional engagements, or will give exhibitions with 

own apparatus, '‘ H,'’ 171, Brockley-road, S.E. 

“PLENDID Lanterns (Exhibitors) oil and limelight, 
also quantity of beautifully painted slides; sell, 

great sacrifice. —Harris, 94, New Kent-road. 

XY ATURATOR (brass) 9/-. Optical Lantern Journal, 
S vol. 3., 3/-, scurce numbers of vol. 2., 1/--—-Monk- 
ton Rectory, Dorchester. 

ANTERN Slides “ Sunrise’ and ‘' Moonlight,” 
grand effects, post free 1/- each or 1/6 the two.— 

33, Lea-road, Egremont, Cheshire. 

ANTERN Slides made from “Negatives, Photos, 
Prints, etc. 93, per dozen, Mounted and Finished 

Complete.—Bellyse, Sutton Courtney, Abingdon. 

SLIDES plain and coloured, all photos, sold 
300 cheap. Six and sample, 6d. — Hawkins, 
Flixton, Manchester. 

ANTERN Slides made from negatives, sketches, 
tu photos, &c., 5/6 doz. complete. Best work only. 
Lantern slides artistically coloured, 5/- doz. Send trial 
order to Bishop Dockett, 48, Corrinne-road, Tufnell Park, 
London, N. 

ISHOP :DOCKETT will photo artistically 
colour, and send post free for 15 stamps, the cur- 

tain design by Mr. Weekes, presented with this journal. 
Address above. 

CARNALL, 40, Gladstone Buildings, E.C. Lan- 
ternist to Dr. Dallinger. Sir. Robert S. Ball, 

(See testimonials.) Also by appointment to Geologists’ 
Association. Open to engagements. 

KE BAILDON, is open to book engagements as 3 opera- 
. tor with or without High-class apparatus, long 

experience, low terms. ‘I should think anyone requiring 
a competent operator, would be glad to secure your 
services,” Stuart Cumberland, Esq., F.R.G.S.—Address, 
34, Phelp-street, Walworth, S.E. 

\ | cLELLAN'S Photographic Slides at 6/- per dozen 
are the best and cheapest. Slides made from 

BREA etc.—36, St. Paul’s-road, Canonbury, London. 

‘AS-BAG. 10 feet. Extra quality, with Jock tap, , really 
G as good as new, and strong double pressure boards. 

A bargain.—Hall, Only used twice, £2. Queen-street, 
Smethwick. ; ees vee 

YJANTED. Photo slides of London, Cash or Ex- 
’ change.—Wright, 16, Addey-street, Sheffield. 



“ALFRED 4H. "SAUNDERS, Lantern. Slide Artist, TOMS’ 
Slides made from Jugs, Engravings, Sketches, &c., by ' 7 
Wet Coilodion Process, from 9/- per doz. sitemeter" Groove Disc Lime Attachment. 

T. J. DOGGETT, Patent applied for. 
Manufacturer of Optical Lanterns, é&c. 30 per Cent. gain in Light. 

4, Church Lane, Upper Street, LONDON, N. The Lime cannot fall to pieces 
All Accessories for the Lantern trade supplied. Can be fitted to any Jet 7 

A Great Boon to Lanternists. 
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OPTICAL LANTERNS, &c., 
J. & R. OLDFIELD, 

Practical Workers in Russian Iron, 
Tin Plate, &c., &c., 

Thirty years’ experience in the manufacture of Optical 
Lanterns & Photographic Dark Room Lamps, &c., 

26, GEORGE STREET, PARADE, BIRMINGHAM. Price 10s. 6d. 
BI-UNIAL OXY-HYDROGEN LANTERN. WHOLESALE. AND! BETA OF 
44-inch Condensers, with complete apparatus, 

Apply— Pete Te sate.) H. LUSCOMBE TOMS, 
10, KIMBOTTOM ROAD, BEOFORD. Late E. Marshall, 

Magic Lantern and Slide Specialist, 
SLIDE MAKING AND COLOURING. High F : . 

Slides made from Customer’s own Negatives, 6s. doz. 78, Queen Victoria St., opposite Mansion House Station. 
Slides Coloured inan Artistic aud Effective manner 4s. 6d. doz. LONDON. 

Price List and Trade Terms on Application. MANUFAGTURE. SALE. HIRE. Thousands of Slides to select 
Tr. S. WING, Chatteris, Cambs. from, Lists Gratis. Established 1870. 

Acknowledged by Experts of Renown to be the best 

Lantern Plate yet placed upon the market. 

“kKrhe 

“CADETT” LANTERN 
,BP LATE. 

Warm Tones. Black Tones. 

OF A ‘DEALERS. 
CADETT & NEALL, ASHTEAD, SURREY. 

LONDON DEPOT :—W. WATSON & SUNS, 313, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C. 

Soft and Hard Limes of the Finest Quality. 



analysers would be missing at the close of the 
performance. Mr. Anderton has done much to 
reduce outlay, by bringing the analyser down 
but to two mounted bundles of good glass, yet 
he, probably, would be glad to see some addi- ! 
tional reduction in this item of expense. A 
somewhat troublesome way out of the difficulty 
might be to charge individuals for the analyser 
as they enter the place of entertainment, and to 
return them the money as they come out, and 
give it back. 

First-class polariscopic apparatus has had a 
tendency to become dearer of late years, because 
of the Iceland spar famine. The world prac- 
tically had to depend upon but two or three 
mines in Iceland for the supply of the crystals. 
A landslip covered up one of them, and the 
others are now stated to be exhausted, and 
partly filled with water. Better methods of 
cutting avd building up Iceland spar prisms 
have been devised by Mr. Ahrens and others, 
and this has aided the economical use of what 
little Iceland spar is now to be had. So great 
is the spar famine that some men of science 
have looked with greedy eyes at the gigantic 
pair of Iceland spar prisms presented years ago 
by Mr. William Spottiswoode to the Royal 
Institution ; they long to cut them up for optical 
instruments innumerable. 

Photographic Work recently suggested that 
attempts should be made to produce large crys- 
tals of what have been called artificial tourma- 
lines, but which consist of a salt which the late 
Mr. William Herapath, who discovered its 
optical properties, called sulphate of iodo- 
quinice. Mr. Herapath was a noted analytical 
chemist, and he knew it, which perhaps may 
account for his also putting ‘‘ Herapathite,’’ as a 
name of the salt, in his first detailed publica- 
tion of the method of making it in large crytals, 
as published in The Philosophical Magazine of | 
November, 1853. The name of ‘‘ Herapathite ” 
originated with Professor Haidinger. Mr. 
Herapath stated therein that two plates 
scarcely thicker than gold-leaf may be rendered 
‘“‘totally”’ impervious to light when crossed at 
right angles, and of a specimen pair sent to the 
editor of the Magazine, he said that one was 
six-tenths of an inch long and three-tenths of an 
inch broad; the other was of the same length 
as the first, but one-tenth of an inch broader. 
He remarked that they were as good for 
polarisers as tourmalives, for which four guineas 
each plate would be charged. 

Mr. Herapath’s method of manufacture, as 
described by himself, was to dissolve pure 
disulphate of quinine in pyroligneous acid of 
specific gravity 1-042, diluted with an equal | 
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quantity of proof spirit made by adding rectified 
spirit of wine, sp. gr. 0°837, to an equal bulk of 
distilled water. He next dissolved 40 grains of 
iodine in a fluid ounce of rectified spirit of wine, 
and then, after the preceding details, gave the 
following formula :— 

Disulphate of quinine... 50 grains. 
Pyroligneous acid 2 fluid ounces. 
Proof spirit 2 fluid ounces. 
Spirituous solution of 

iodine . 00 drops. 
He dissolved the quinine salt in the pyrolig- 

neous acid mixed with spirit, warmed the solu- 
tion to 130° F., and immediately added the 
solution of iodine; drop by drop, with occasional 
agitation of the mixture. He said that this 
formula gives to the matter liquid after crystal- 
lisation at 52° F., a specific gravity of 0-986, 
which appears highly favourable to the deposi- 
tion of the majority of the crystalline produc- 
tion, and yet allows only the very broad and 
thinner plates to float, thus getting them 
perfectly free from all interfering and adhering 
plates. The temperature must be maintained a 
little after the addition of the iodine, and the solu- 
tion then set aside to crystallise under certain 
delicate conditions. The room should have an 
equable temperature of about 45° or 50° F., or 
the currents produced by changes of temperature 
will destroy the parallelism of the crystals; a 
rise of temperature to 60° F., dissolves the 
thinner plates. The liquid must be free from 
vibration during the whole act of crystallisation, 
the room must be free even from ordinary 
vibrations. He preferred the method of Mr, 
Thwaites, who suspended the flask by the neck 
With strong twine to a string stretching across 
the apartment from one wall to the other. It is 
necessary that the surface of the liquid should 

' not be exposed to too rapid evaporation, as its 
temperature would fall too quickly. The 
advantage of having a broad surface in propor- 
tion to the depth of the liquid is great, as the 
thinner and more easily-reached plates form on 
the surface. If after six hours the required 
broad plates do not make their appearance, it is 
but necessary to apply a spirit flame to the 
bottom of the flask to dissolve the deposited 
crystals, then add a little spirit and a few more 
drops of iodine, and again wait for crystallisa- 
tion. When a crop of broad floating plates is 
formed, they should be allowed to remain in the 
liquid to from twelve or twenty-four hours to 
attain a proper degree of thickness, but they 
must not be allowed to remain in the liquid too 
long. 
iThe string suspending the flask is then taken 

by the fingers and cut at its upper end with 
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scissors; the flask is then gently placed on the 
mouth of a gallipot as a support. The difficult 
task of getting the crystals out of the liquid, 
without damaging them, is next described; a 
glass rod, with a little circular glass plate 
attached to it by wax upon a part of the edge 
of the plate, is pushed down the neck of the 
inclined flask, the glass circle is pushed gently 
beneath the largest crystal, then raised from the 
liquid by a depression of the hand, and drawn 
out. All fluid is then taken up thoroughly 
from the glass disc by blotting paper, and this 
must be done without touching the crystalline 
surface ; the crystal is then dried by exposure 
to the air in a room having a temperature of 
40° or 50°F. It is sometimes necessary to dip 
the crystals for an instantin a little cold distilled 
water containing a little iodine, After being again 
dried they are placed under a cupping glass, 
having a watch glass containing a few drops of 
tincture of iodine, which materially improves 
the power of polarisation of the crystal. About 
three hours of this exposure to the iodine vapour 
may be necessary, in a room having the tempe- 
rature of 50°F. He then describes how to 
mount the crystals by covering them with 
another piece of thin microscope glass, and 
cementing them with very thin Canada balsam, 
without the application of much heat, 

What has been said will give a fair idea of the 
process, but Mr. Herapath’s full description of 
the operations is too long to quote here. In the 
Philosophical Magazine for May, 1854, and for 
May, 1855, are other articles by Mr. Herapath 
on the same subject. When the temperature 
of the room does not fall below 50° or 55° F., 
he advises the use of the following propor- 
tions :— 

Disulphate of quinine ... 100 grains. 
Acetic acid, sp. gr. 1:042. 4 fluid ounces. 
Rectified spirit, sp. gr. 

0°837 ... ... 1 fluid ounce, 
Spirituous solution of 

iodine... ‘ 1 fluid drachm, 

The crystals are produced more rapidly with 
this formula, and must be removed in three 
or four hours, or the mother liquid will dissolve 
them. 
We have but given a brief outline of the 

methods of Mr. Herapath, but have stated 
enough, perhaps, to enable any experimenter 
who wishes to make himself an adept at the 
production of such polarisation crystals, to make 
a beginning, but for full information he should 
refer to the original memoirs. 

Inside some Saturators. 

SEEING that many people still look upon 
saturators with a certain amount of suspicion, 
we thought it might tend to allay their unfounded 
fears if we gave them an opportunity of seeing 
the internal arrangements of certain saturators, 
and thus enabling them to have sufficient con- 
fidence in this method of producing the lime- 
light to try one themselves. After so doing 
we have no hesitation in saying that those who 
have hitherto set their faces against saturators 
will welcome this method as a reliable one 
of producing a brilliant illumination of the 
mixed jet principle with the aid of one bottle of 
gas only, and that oxygen. 

Our readers may remember that in the April 
number of this journal we gave a diagram of the 
single form of the Lawson saturator. Quite 
lately this saturator has been devised to serve a 
double lantern. The saturator for this purpose 
is, from the outside, not unlike two of the single 
saturators described at the time spoken of. The 
portion for the lower lantern does not differ from 
the particulars we gave, excepting that the 
lime is now made to turn from the back instead 
of the side. The portion of the saturator for the 
upper lantern is as shown. The oxygen is ad- 
es mitted at a. 

The stream is 
\ then divided 

mM) by the tap, 
@| that which is 

=B| Conducted to 
a) thelowerpor- 

i} tion of ‘the 
saturator pa- 
sses upwards 
through the 
stuffing 8, 
which has 
previously 
had a charge 
of ether pla- 
ced in it, 

mai The oxygen 
ii thus satura- 
jted passes 

= > out at D, and 
the mixing chamber zr, at thence reaches 

which time it becomes equivalent to the hydro- 
gen of ordinary mixed jet. According to the 

: regulation of the tap a stream of pure oxygen 
is allowed to pass vid the tube c to the jet, r 

| vepresents the lime for the upper lantern. 
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JAMES wr. GARBtUrTt, 
LANTERN SLIDE MAKER, COLORIST, &c., 

(LANTERNIST vO THE “GrucuRIst Lecturers” py APPOINTMENT OF THE TrosteEs). 

Slides made from Negatives, Prints, Engravings, &c., by WET COLLODION PROCESS ONLY. 
Terms, Testimonials, Lc., on Application. 

Only Address:—10, EDINBURGH GROVE, 
PARCELS TO ARMLEY G.N. 

TO LANTERN SLIDE MAKERS: 
WANTED, PRICES AND PARTICULARS QP 

LIFE MODEL SETS OF SLIDRS. 

ADDRESS :— 

EDWARDS, BENNETT & CO. 
Merchant Shippers, 26, Jewin Crescent, E.C. 

Dissolving View Magic Lanterns and Slides 
Photographic Apparatus, Scientific Instruments and every 

description of miscellaneous property. 
ME. J.C. STEVENS begs to announce that he holds Sales of the 

above, every Friday, at half-past twelve precisely, at his great 
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, London. 
SS ae oc OS Ge 

Gentlemen wishing to include property in these Sales are requested to 
send particulars one week prior to sale. 

SANDS, HUNTER & Co,, 
Photographic Apparatus and Lanterns, 
NEW AND SECOND HAND, BY ALL THE BEST MAKERS, 
Lanterns and Operator let out forevening enter- 
tainments for children, &c. Terms Moderate.! 
20, Cranbourne St., Leicester Square, London, W.C. 

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 
TO LANTERNISTS. 

Slides made by Wet Collodion Process from 
Customers’ own Negatives, 

From Prints, Sketches, or Photographs, on 
Gelatine Plates, by contact, 9/-= per doz, 

Cash with Order, Postage extra, and at Customer's risk. 

HENRY HAWKINS, PHOTO & SLIDE PUBLISHER, 
HILLSIDE HOUSE, 

19, High Road, Stamford Hill, 

LONDON, N. 

6/-= per doz. | 

UPPER ARMLEY, LEEDS, 

| Square cr. 8vo, cloth, 68 Illustrations, 3/6, 

OPTICS o PHOTOGRAPHY 
PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES, 

J. TRAILL TAYLOR. 
London: WHITTAKER & CO., PaTERNOSTER SQUARE. 

BAMBOO SCREEN STANDS, 
As made by me, embrace several distinct improvements, making 
them easier of erection, and more rigid when erected. The Brass 
connections are of the best quality, polished and lacquered. 

SIZES AND PRICES. FREE ON RAIL. 
9-ft; Stands by 2-in., 16/- | 10-ft. Stands by 1}-in., 23/- 

10-ft. 55 Z-in., 2O/- | 12-ft. 7 1i-in., 26/- 
12-ft. a #-in., QO/- | 15-ft. _ 1i-in., 28/- 

Brass Lime Holders, Sight Holes, Lengthening Tubes, and 
other Lantern. Fittings, see Lists. 

| CHRISTIE’S, 129, West Street, SHEFFIELD. 
TRADE SUPPLIED. 

__ Solid Drawn Steel Cylinders, 
COMPRESSED GASES 

High Pressure Fittings. 
ROM S&IO.C?, 10. 
COPIRIGHT LATALOCUE, * 

| Metallic Bellows ee ees 

cones Bey Seth & Irish Oxygen Co,, Ltd, 
| Rosehill Works, Polmadie, GLASGOW. 

Every Friday, 

Price 14. 
“Photographic Cork.” Per Post, 

134. 
A Concise and Complete Record of all Phases of Photographic Activity. 

“Photographic Work” is under the management of Proprietors who bring to bear the experience of over a quarter of a century in 
connection with Photographic Literature. The paper will meet the needs of the present busy age by giving information concisely, while care 
will bestaken that, though aiming rather at brevity than diffuseness, it will in no way fail to put before its readers details of all phases ot 
photographic progress. It will be conducted on lines to meet the wants of Amateurs and Professionals, from the tyro to the expert, and will 
contain Reviews of Books (English and Foreign), Notices of Novelties in Apparatus, Reports upon New Processes, Records of the Proceedings 
of Photographic Societies, Lists and Abstracts of Photographic Patents, and all news appertaining to Photography, when the subject matter 
is likely to be interesting or instructive. “Photographic Work” will be found an admirable medium for the Announcements of 
Photographic Dealers, for Employers and Employees, and for a]l in any way connected with Photography. 

PIPER AND CARTER, 
PRINTERS, PUBLISHERS & ADVERTISING AGENTS, 5, Furnival 8t., Holborn, London E.C. 
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W. WATSON & SONS, 313, High Holborn, London, 
MANUFACTURERS oF HIGHEST CLASS OPTICAL & SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. 

BI-UNIAL AND TRIPLE LANTERNS, AN IMMENSE STOCK OF FINEST 
THREE AND FOUR-WICK OIL LANTERNS, | PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS, 

of Highest Quality and Efficiency. | Illustrating all parts of the World, 12‘ per dozen, 

LANTERN TRIPODS, GAS APPARATUS, SCREENS, ; SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS 
A SCREEN STANDS. Vor taking Lantern Pictures. 

Au Illustrated Catalogue cent free to any address on applicaon. Ask for Lantern List. 
W. WATSON & SONS, 313, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. 

ESTABLISHED 9, 10, 11, 16. 17, FULWOOD'S RENTS, LONDON. 
1837. 251, SWANSTON ST., MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA 

OXYGEN! OXYGEN! OXYGEN! 
(BRIN’S PATENTS) 

USE ONLY 

OXYGEN made by the BRIN PROCESS and Compressed by the Brin's Oxygen Companies. 
LARGE STOCKS OF CYLINDERS, REGULATORS, GAUGES. &. 

PRICE LISTS & FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION. 
Brin’s Oxygen Co., Ltd., 34, Victoria St., Westminster. 8. W. 
Manchester Oxygen Co., Ltd., Great Marlborough Street, Matichester, 

STRMENGHAM XY SEN cO., SALTLEY WORKS, BIRMINGHAM. 

BIRMINGHAM 

7 DRY COLLODION PLATE AND FILM COMPANY, LTD., 
Yardley Fields babratory, BIRMINGHAM. 

)BRILLIANCY in Lantern Slides. 
Secured by using the HILL-NORRIS DRY 

COLLODION 
LANTERN 

PLATES 
Suitable for Contact Printing or for Reduction in the Camera. 

eee TexbD, Wake’ ant Dre 0 TEN MINUTES. 
Per Dozen. From our sole Wholesale Agent, , Post Free 

3 | W. TYLAR, ‘1/6 
en Street, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM. 

LANTERN PLATES. LANTERN PLATES. 

Or our London Agent: 

H J. FALLOWFIELD, 
H Or on Selected thir tae: Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W. 
H Glass 3d, extra. OR OF ALL DEALERS. 

COLLODIO BROMIDE COLLODIO BROMIDE Sample Box for 
Trial, 



GRIDIRON SATURATOR.—This saturator, which 
is small and compact, is, as we stated a couple 
of months ago, not unlike a model boiler 
in appearance. The arrangements for conduct- 
ing and saturating the gas will easily be under- 
stood from the following cut :-— ; 
A supply of ether having been poured in at the 

thumb-screw on top, the connection from the 
oxygen-bottle is attached at a, which acts the 
part of ay or T piece, each branch of which is 

controlled by a screw-down tap, that for the 
saturated side of jet beings, The gas having 
passed up this tube, finds its way into the outer 
saturating chamber F, through fine holes in the 
circular tubing a. The gas eventually enters the 
second chamber kr, the packing in which is of 
different density to the outer chamber, The 
stuffing in this chamber terminates at the dotted 
lines, and the saturated gas finally passes to the 
jet by the tube p. The pure oxygen reaches the 
jet by means of the other tube, the propor- 
tions of which are controlled by the tap similar 
to B, We have, at intervals during the past few 
months, given this saturator repeated trials and 
find it satisfactory in every way. It is made 
by Mr. F. Brown, 13, Ossulston-street, N.W. 

Suter’s Sarurator,—The inventor of this 
apparatus has designed it for use with benzoline, 
and arrangements are made for replacing the 
supply of the volatile fluid in the saturator as 
quickly as it is used, The lower chamber, or 
cistern c, contains stuffing, and into this several 
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ounces of benzoline are poured, Sufficient fluid | 
is kept in the upper or saturating chamber by a 
species of wick which connects the two. 
upper chamber, or vapourizer g, is, after the 
light is burning, kept sufficiently warm by an 
adjustable copper-heater h, The oxygen is 
admitted at the valve m, and is admitted to the 
saturator, at b, whence it reaches the nipple ; 
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the direct oxygen supply reaching the same 
part by the tube closer to the nipple. The lime 
is shown at J. An overflow screw is placed at 
k, which enables the user to determine when a 
sufficient charge has been poured in. The screw 

foot j adjusts the height of light to the con- 
denser. The hind feet i work in the usual tray- 
runners of the lantern, Owing to the ready 
means afforded for heating the vaporizer, this 
lamp works well with benzoline. It is our 
intention, however, shortly to try it with an ether 
charge, modifying the heating arrangements 
slightly. 

—=—. 0, —— 

Cycling with the Lantern. 

By W. D. Askew. 

‘« ScENERY lovely, roads execrable’’ was the 
verdict of a cycling tourist in North Devon, 
who seemed to have been at once charmed and 
exasperated. 

But in spite of the general “ cussedness”” of 
the highways our little town started a cycling 
club, and one day as I watched my companions 
of the wheel file out into the country on an official 
run, it struck me that they represented a good 
percentage of the entertaining element of the 
place. One was great at recitations, another 
was quite a crack singer, and some half-dozen 
others were decidedly possessed of musical tal- 
ents. Now, if I could only carry my lantern on 
my bicycle, there goes my orchestra said I to 
myself. 

Settling the question in my own mind, I pro- 
| posed a scheme that same evening to these 

This : worthies that we should give an experimental 
entertainment at a village six miles distant in 
aid of the village reading room, each man to carry 
his own instrument. The idea was hailed with 

| delight, and three violins, a cornet and flute 
were enlisted on the spot. Two others volun- 
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teered to perform on the pianoforte and ’cello, 
on condition that these instruments (being of a | 
delicate nature) should not be strapped to their 
machines. 

These exceptions being indulged, a programme 
was drawn up, and having obtained the services 
of a Venerable Archdeacon as chairman, we set 
to work seriously and solemnly to make the 
thing ‘‘ go.” 

IT had already worked the neighbouring vil- 
lages with the lantern for two seasons, in the 
interests of the Temperance cause, and finding 
a difficulty in borrowing tables and stands on 
which to fix up my apparatus, I had contrived a box 
which held the lantern, and opening up in hey, 
presto! fashion, became a table, slide-holder, 
reading desk, and tilting stand all rolled into one, 

| his throat: 
' for having only his voice to carry, we had packed 

as they were, were not the most ungainly items 
in the baggage. Taking a stroll on the eve of 

| the eventful day, I met a cyclist prowling along 
in the moonlight with something weird, grue- 
some, and mysterious attached to his machine. 
To my relief I found it was not a midnight body- 
snatcher making off with a coffin, but a very 
respectable and careful member of our party 
rehearsing with his fiddle case. 

Well, the appointed hour found us all ready, 
with the exception of the crack singer, who ap- 

| peared before the inevitable photographer with 
| nether integuments never made for cycling, and 

an overcoat close buttoned to the chin, as if he 
were throttling himself in the effort to protect 

But we must not be uncharitable, 

This box was attached toa tripod, and thence- 
forth I eschewed all kitchen tables, schoolmas- 
ter’s desks, egg boxes, stacks of books, and 
carried my own property with me. 

The only drawback then was the hiring of a 
conveyance, which formed a large item in the 
expenses. 
the bicycle project, and I cudgelled my brains 
to reduce my paraphernalia to the smallest pos- 
sible limits. The result was two compact cases 
and atripod. No. 1 box (the hey, presto! box) 
contained my lantern. No. 2 box held a nine 
feet screen, carrier, oil can, and fifty slides, the 
latter being protected by a compartment lined 
with india-rubber tubing. Each box measured 
74x10 16, weighing when full about 18 lbs. 
This weight (N.B. less than that carried by a 
fully equipped military cyclist) is due to the fact 
that I used an ordinary commercial lantern, an 
extremely good one, but not the smallest or 
lightest even of its kind. But my boxes, large 

This difficulty was now doomed by 

him off with No. 2 box. 
was very enjoyable and very amusing, for we 
must have looked like a lot of fellows rushing 
off to the pawnshop to “ pop”’ all we possessed. 
We had been well advertised, with the result 

| that the little community was stirred up to a 

The run to the village 

circus or menagerie pitch—which is saying a 
great deal. 

The schoolroom was half packed before we 
entered, but before my orchestra had tuned up, 
the lantern was in full working order. 
My stand answered even more purposes than 

it was designed for. Revolving as it did ona 
circular tripod head, it made the lantern a 
search light, and I was enabled to illuminate 
the pianist for a song, or the orchestra for an 
overture, Not only that, but a refractory boy 
ina dark corner collapsed instantly when his 
deeds were brought to light, and had I thought 
of it in time, an introductory slide might have 
been thrown on the blind of a window in my 
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PROFESSOR KCEING’S 
With Lecture, Music, Songs and 

Mirth, pictorially illustrated and painted 
by the most eminent artist, shown with 
a powerful triple ox-hydrogen apparatus. 
Lenses by Ross and Dallinezer, giving 
Picturesfrom 10 to 50 ft. in diameter, with 
great brilliancy. For sparkling music, 
descriptive songs and marvellous effects, - 
pronounced to surpass all other exhibits. 

Dioramic Entertainment. 
SUBJECTS.—With Lecture, Music and Songs ; 

introducing Original Effects, (reg,)— Nazareth, 
Village Blacksmith, Wrecked and Rescued, 
Vesuvius, Flying Dutchman, Ningara, Switzer- 
land, Charming Scenery on ‘he Thames, the Four 
Scasons with grand effects, concluding with refined 
Comic and Amusing subjects. Also professor of 
Natural Magic, making two distinct entertainments 
if required. Terms, programme, and testimonials 
on application. 

873,Edgware Rd., Maida Vale, London, W 

Optical Lantern Manufacturers ; EN msone poset and Seorcetionl Tarot is she shalt 
And Photo. Brassfinishers. | SCOTT'S PATENT WARM-AIR SATURATOR, 

: For Gasolene or Benzoline. Prices, 36/- aud 50/- 
ALL ACCESSORIE Ss SUPPLIED. ! Special Jets for use with Saturator, 400 candlepower, 20/-; #00 candle- 

i power, 30/-; Dissolving Taps, 30/- set. These jets also give splendid Pp L y+% “ey Tv Ss WW I Tv 6 E, : results with coal-gas. Send stamped addressed wrapper to receive FREE, 
the reprints of Eight Chapters on Saturators, from ‘' The British Journal 

BIR KBECK ROAD, DA LSTON, : of Photography,” by Inventor. 
List Free. LONDON, N-E:. _ Successor of A. W. SCOTT, Patentes, 37, Castle Arcade, Cardiff. ———————— 

Special Lantern Slides. H. HUGHES AND SON, 
STUDIES OF LITTLE CHILDREN, LANTERN SEASON, 1891 & 1892. SEA-S IDE STUDI ES Very anc admired. All New Slides and Apparatus Now Ready. “tas ; , ay. obepteat variety: OUR SPECIAL OPTICAL LANTERN 35 SHILLINGS. Messrs. Archer & Sons, Liverpool, say :— Hire Terms Greatly Reduced “The Slides are very fine and much appreciated.” 
LISTS FREE. THE TRADE SUPPLIED. AT ; 

Graystone Bird, Photographer, Bath, | so, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. 

Mr. M.Anoresen's EIKONOGEN 
THE WELL-KNOWN UNIVERSAL DEVELOPER, ‘12 per os. 

(Specially adapted for all Plates avd Bromide Papers.) 

EIKONOGEN CARTRIDGES invaluable for Tourists = 3/= per box of 10. 
FIXING CARTRIDGES Giving an acid fixing bath free from stain 1/9 ar 

TONE=FIXING CARTRIDG ESthe most perfect combined bath3/9Q 99 
Simply to be dissolved in 4-0z. of Water. Each Cartridge sufficient to tone & fix one packet of any Chloride papers. 

TO BE OBTAINED OF ALL DEALERS, ; 

Sole Importers: ARTHUR SCHWARZ & CO.. DASHWOOD ROUSE, NEW BROAD STREET, LONLON, F.C, 

me 

—== iD SWAN'S ——_| a 
way ] 
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Telegrams: 

‘“Ruhtra, London.” Sold by all Dealers, Telephone Nos. 

35,037 and 9,355 

THOMAS’S 
“PALL MALL” 

LANTERN PLATES 
DEFY IMITATION. 

The enormous demand for them has arisen simply on account 

of their qualities; they furnish all that the best Lanternist can 

it cai 

AMIDOL-HAUFF;, 

require in a plate for contact or Camera use. 

On Specially selected thin glass S/m per dozen. 

R.W. Thomas&Co. Ltd. 

A One-Solution Developer, unsur- 

passed for Energy, Simplicity, Clean- 

Thornton Heath, London, 
and at 

10, PALL MALL, S.W. 

GL YCIN-NAUFE 
A 1 Developer for Copying and 

Process Work; ean be used to develop 

plates in batches where exposure has 

been much varied, merely allowing 

sufficient time to obtain the best 

results. 

liness, and Economy. 

Price in Powder, Z/- per oz. May truly be called an Automatic Developer. 

In Cartridges, 2/6 per box of 6. Price in Powder; Z/- per oz. 

«ea HAUFF 
A Two Solution Developer, destined to speedily § 

supersede Pyro. Our advice to all is to verify this 

statement by giving it a fair trial. 

Price in Powder, 2/6 per oz. 

In Cartridges, 3/- per box of six. 

To be obtained of all Dealers, and Wholesale of the Sole Agents 

for United Kingdom and the Colonies— 

it EFUERST BROS., 

17, Philpot Lane, London, E.C. 
POR Telegrams: “S“EFUERST, LONDON.’’ 

~ PLEASE SEE THAT EACH’ PACKAGE BEARS THE .ENGLISH..TRADE-MARK, AS ‘ILLUSTRATED. 
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rear which faced the village ‘‘square,” for the 
picture could be returned to the screen, centred 
and focussed at a moment’s notice. 

The following programme was rather suc- 
cessful judging from its reception, and our crack 
singer fairly brought down the house, with “ The 
Village Blacksmith,” the verses, as he sang, 
being illustrated by a splendid set of life model 
slides, 

_ Programme.—Part I. Overture, “Calif de 
Bagdad ;’ Song, ‘‘ There is a flower that bloom- 
eth ;”’ *Recitation, ‘Little Jim, the Collier’s 
Boy ;” Flute Solo, “ Scotch Airs; ” “Song, The 
Village Blacksmith;”’ Duet, “« Friendship ; Me 
Violin Solo, ‘ William Tell ;” Quartette, “The 
Miller's Wooing.” Part II. Overture, ‘‘ Advance 
Guard”; *Song, “The Miller of the Dee”’ ; 
Duet, ‘ Excel- slor’’; Cornet 
Solo, ‘ Selec- ted Airs”; 
“Reading, “The Women 
of Mumble’s Head” ; Song, 
“The Yoe- man’s Wedd- 
ing”; Flute Solo; *Lan- 
tern, ‘“‘ Scenes 
in North 
Devon” 
“God save 
the Queen.” 

the good-natured 
pleased regaled us 

after which we lit our 
lamps, strapped on our luggage, and trundled 

The entertainment over, 
Archdeacon, who was highly 
in the Reading-room, 

off home, applauded by a few daring spirits 
who had kept out of bed till 10.30. 

The project had turned out a success. 
My machine, being a heavy roadster with one inch solid tyres, behaved admirably under the 

circumstances, but my opinion concerning the 
unnecessary size and weight of the ordinary form of optical lantern, always strong was now 
very pronounced. 

* Illustrated with Lantern. 

The ingenious individual who invented the 
lantern made it, I believe, so that he got inside 
and worked it, and the evolution of the instru- 
ment even to its present size seems to have been 
a painfully slow process carried out with much 
reluctance. 

The essential parts of a lantern appear to me 
to be light, condenser and objective. 
Why the light should be enclosed ina case of 

iron or brass-bound mahogany passes my wit 
to understand. A screen of canvas lined with 
asbestos is surely enough to confine the light 
and keep off the heat. 
Asa cyclist I have outlived the “ bone-shaker” 

period, but assuredly not as a lanternist. 
But I see better things looming ahead. In the 

near future these clumsy commercial lanterns, 
from the ordinary single which would almost 
kennel a poodle dog, to the terrible three- 
decker, which takes a horse and cart to shift ; 
all these lumbering contrivances, like the 
wooden bicycles of bye-gone days, will be 
swept into the limbo of forgetfulness, and 
cycling lanternists will be able to scour the 
country with very little more to carry than 
our favoured friend the snap-shot man. 

Then, and not till then, will the problem of 
brightening village life by lantern missions from 
larger towns be satisfactorily and efficiently 
solved. 
We have a great army of cyclists wandering 

aimlessly about our roads on one hand, and the 
best possible medium for instruction and enter- 
tainment on the other. Combine these forces 
and you have a power that would elevate the 
life and chcer the heart of rural England more 
than a dozen royal commissioners. 

— :0:—— 

New Apparatus, &c. 
BINDING STRIPS. 

BinpinG strips, with space for the title and also 
spots, are being brought out by Messrs. Butcher 
& Son, of Blackheath. These binders, which 
are of the style shown, are put up in boxes, each 
Containing sufficient to bind 100 slides. Instead 

of the binders being in one piece, they are in short lengths, each being exactly the length to bind one edge of a slide. Those who have found any difficulty in securing the corners when binding slides will find this form exceedingly convenient. The combination binders made by this firm, and which we noticed last season, have been improved. 
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DEMONSTRATORS LANTERN AND LAMP. 

For the benefit of those who may want to 
use a single lantern, and yet have occasion to 
work rapidly from vertical to horizontal pro- 
jection, Messrs. Newton & Co. have introduced 
a useful form, shown below. At the front of 
the objective an attachment with a prism can 
be quickly -set into place. 
two sets of bear- 

This prism has 
mj ings ‘and 
on 

can be employed either for 
erecting or reflect- ing. In its 
normal position, as shown 
in cut, it reverses the object. 
As will be seen from the dotted 

lines, the 
front is 
hinged and 
contains 
the front 

portion of the condenser. This when moved 
up and a mirror interposed, converts the instru- 
ment into a lantern with horizontal stage. 
When in this position the prism acts the part 
of a reflector. When required, the stage may 
be removed, thus leaving plenty of room for 
placing any object that may be required. 

The above firm have also brought out a new 

lamp, the result of a series of experiments. 
The lamp, as shown, is lighted and the wick 
adjusted so that it does not smoke; then, after 
burning for a minute or two, the supplementary 
chimney is set on top of the other. This 
method, Messrs. Newton claim, enables the 
flames to be at once under control. 

CYLINDER REST, SLIDE AND LIME BOXES. 

Mr, J. Curistis, 129, West Street, Sheffield, 
is this season introducing some novelties in 

lantern matters, one being a 
convenient crutch or rest to 
prevent cylinders from rolling 
about when in use. This rest 
is shown, the upper portion 
being hollowed out the 

cylinder is laid in it. A circular form is 
employed when the cylinder is to be kept 
upright. 

A handy slide box has been sent for our use 
by Mr. Christie. The box is provided with 

divisions, each to hold a dozen 
slides. As the divisions are pro- 
vided with a thick felt lining, 
this box may be sent by rail or 
post without fear of the slides 
becoming broken. These boxes 
are made in various sizes, to 
hold from two to six dozen 
slides. 

With the foregoing came a 
nice little brass box, capable 
of holding a couple of limes. 
Personally we have found 
them a great convenience. 
Seeing that the price is only 
a shilling, they should be in 
great demand. 

DISSOLVER. 

So as to prevent any chance of gases becoming 
mixed in a dissolver should it become worn, 

; Messrs. Theobald & Co. have brought out a 
form, termed the ‘“ Ideal,” in which the oxygen 
is contained: in an upper chamber, whilst the 
hydrogen is confined:to a lower. The one plug 
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THE CHANDOS READING STAND | HrGarT = LEADING. 
FOR USE WITH 

THE LECTURER GANDLE LAMP 
The very best Lamp and Stand yet introduced 

The.‘ Chandos ” Reading Stand entirely ec- 

lipses allotheres. Is very light and packs 

up into small compass. Can be extended 
to any height required ie 
by patent action. 

PRICE: 

; Polished Brags. 42s. each, 

OTHER CHEAPER 

PATTERNS IN STOCK 

The “Lecturer” Lamp fF 
rivesa Sood steady 
light direct on to 
the Lecturer's paper. 

Very cleanly and 
ready for use in an in- 
stant, 

Price 15s, 
complete. 

Of all Photographic and Optical Lantern Dealers. 
1F YOU CANNOT OBTAIN, WRITE TO 

BENHAM & FROUD, Ltd. 
Chandos Street, London, W.C. 

Proprietors of the well-known “ Perfection" and “ Holiday" Lamps, 

Anderton's Lantern Stereoscope 
Patented in Great Britain, France, and the United States of America, 

fps Invention was exhibited with the greatest suc- 
cess at the Conversazione of the Royal Society at 

Burlington House, on the 7th of June last, being pro- 

nounced by the Press and other experts present as a 

simple and complete solution of the difficult problem 

that had hitherto baffled scientists, and at the conver- 

sationé of the British Association, at Nottingham, 

September 14th and 19th. 

The Brunrat made for producing the stereoscopic 

effects upon the screen can be used for the exhibition of 
all ordinary slides and effects by the withdrawal of a 
tube from the front of each objective, and the additions 

required can be supplied to any Broniat or pair of lime- 

light lanterns, The Lantern Stereoscope is extremely 
simple in use. 

Particulars and Prices may be obtained from the 
SOLE MAKERS: 

R, FIELD & Co., 

142, Suffolk St., Birmingham, 
Or from 

Messrs. HARVEY & PEAKE, 

56, Charing Oross Road, 

London, W C. 

Matthews’s Portable Optical Lantern 
MANUFACTURED BY 

HOLMES & WATSON, 35,.Danbury St. Isliegton,N. 

COMPRESSED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN, &c. 
In Steel Cylinders with IMPROVED VALVES, 

Easy to open and close, impossible to turn on gas 
suddenly. Regulator Taps unnecessary. 

LOW=ZST PRICES. 

THE GAS COMPRESSION COMPANY 

114, Princess St., Wanchester. 

SLIDE MAKING 
From NEGATIVES, PRINTS, SKETCHES, &e. 

AND BEST COLOURING ONLY. 

WILKINSON & CO., 
HOLMESIDE, SUNDERLAND. 

Telegrams, “OXYGEN, SUNDERLAND.” ESTABLISHED 1859 

Every Temperance Lanternist should send for the list of 

NEW TEMPERANCE SLIDES, 
issued by the United Kingdom Band of Hope Union. 
Prepared in superior style from special drawings, 

illustrating 

POPULAR RECITATIONS, &e. 

Two Pictures of Slavery. 4 Slides. Poem 1d. 

The death of Prince Wi liam 6 Slides. Poem 1d. 

The Drover’s Story. 4 Slides, Poem 4d. 
Smoking and Joking. 8 Slides (humorous). Poem 34d. 

Judkins’ Fright. 4 Slides (humorous). Poem 3d. _ 
Abstinence and Hard Work. 12 Slides. Reading in 

preparation. 

A variety of others can also be had, Full list on application 

Plain... 12/-perdozen Smaller numbers, te each. 
Well Coloured, ie nee and Postage oatra, ” ” 

SLIDES ON HIRE. 
Well-coloured Slides, carefully arranged in sets, suitable for 

Complete Entertainments, with specially prepared Read- 
ings and attractive titles. 

Sets of fifty and upwards for 4s., thirty-six for 3s. 

Societies arranging for six hirings this Season may haye 

The Sixth Set without Charge For Hire. 

Each hiring must amount to not less than 3/- for the Slides. 
May be sent Cheaply and Safely by Post. 

Send for full particulars to THe TRADE ManaGER, 

UNITED KINGDOM BAND OF HOPE UNION, 
OLD BAILEY, LONDON, E.C. 
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STOCKS PATENT 

Oil Lamp « Optical Lanterns. 
NH NL 

This Lamp gives a magnificent white light, and is acknowledged to be far superior to any other lamp. 

By an ingenious arrangement the side projecting plates are so constructed that the light is condensed and 

placed more advantageously towards the condenser and reflector than in any other lamp. 

The draught can be accurately regulated by means of the rack and pinion on the chimney. 

The Reflector works on an entirely new principle, and can be placed exactly in focus with the con- 
densers, and as it is outside the combustion chamber is not liable to become discolored when in use. 

The Lamp can be successfully used in rooms which become vitiated with impure air where other 
lamps smoke or fail to burn. 

The Perforated Screen adds to the steadiness of the flame by breaking up the current of air as it enters 
the back of the Lantern. 

The heat of the Lamp never causes the glass plates to crack. 

The Lamp is admirably adapted for use in enlarging lanterns, by placing a piece of finely ground glass 
close to the front glass of Lamp. 

Can be fitted to any Lantern in the place of ordinary lamp. 

Full instructions containing practical hints sent with each Lamp. 

Lamp has four 143 inch wicks. 

Price 28S /- 
Thin Glass Plates for front of Lamp, price 6d, each. Mica Plates for back of Lamp, price 9d, each, 

CAN BE OBTAINED THROUGH ALL DEALERS IN LANTERNS AND SLIDES, 
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A close 
that 

thus acts the part of two plugs. 
examination of the drawing will show 

certain tubes are set back in their mount, | 
whilst others are attached nearer the front 
edge. ‘pv 

SHULTER. 

the 

Pickard Manu- 

THORNTON PICKARD 

FocAL PLANE, SHUTTER pany, 

ter, 1s now pro- 
_vided with a 

: =——™neans for ad- 
justing the size of the slit. This improve- 
ment adds greatly to the range of speed of the 
shutter, which now extends from 1-20th of a 
second to 1-1000th of a second, and allowing 
not only for the fastest instantaneous work 
possible, but also for all ordinary instantaneous 
work down to the slowest, "For prolonged 
exposures the shutter is wound up to the top 
as when focussing, and a cap or a time shutter 
may be used in the ordinary way without re- 
moving the focal plane shutter from the camera. 

COMBINATION JET, 

Tuis jet can, by the slight 
of a lever, be used either as 
through or a mixed jet. An ingenious 
arrangement has been devised immediately 
below the nipple by the maker (Mr. BE. H. 
Kloot, 18, Aldgate Avenue, London, E.C.), by 
which the change spoken of is effected. ; 

movement 

a blow- 

THE new focal | 
plane shutter of ||) 

Thornton | 

facturing Com- | 
Altrine- | 

ham, Manches- | 

SUNDRY APPARATUS, 

Mr. W. J. Cuapwick has a number of 
valuable and handy apparatus, such as lanterns 
of various styles, triple condensers, carriers, jets 
with mechanical adjustments, vertical attach- 
ments, microscopes, polariscopes, portable read- 
ing lamps and desks, and also a small but useful 
click signal as a means of communication 
between the lecturer and operator. No battery 

| is used with the click, and it is always ready for 
use. The particulars of the above and other 

; apparatus will be found in Mr. Chadwick’s two- 
page advertisement in the centre of this journal. 

CYLINDER FITTINGS. 
A variety of kinds of cylinder fittings are now 
being made by Mr, A. Clarkson, of Bartlett's 
Buildings, Holborn Circus, E.C., one or more of 
which enable attachments ofcylinders to be made, 

so that any desired connection can be fitted. In 
the annexed diagram their relative uses will at 
once be apparent to the lanternist. 

LIME TONGS AND BORER. 

On page 160 of last issue many of our readers 
will have noticed a space at the lower portion 
of the first column. This was occasioned by an 
accident having happened to the block soon 
after the printing machine was started. We 

have had another illustration of this useful 
piece of apparatus prepared, which we produce 
herewith. We understand that the tongs will 
be in the hands of dealers in a few days, and 
will retail at 1s. 6d. 
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CYLINDER KEY AND REGULATOR. 

THE cylinder key of the Scotch and Irish 
Oxygen Co., which we show both open and 
closed, possesses many advantages to recom- 
mend it. It offers great leverage for opening 
valves, whereas when closing them much less 

COPY RICH? 

leverage must be used, for the handle being | 
hinged the full force can only be exerted when 
opening. This arrangement reduces the 
ae of straining a valve by closing it too 
hard. 

The metallic bellows 
regulator of this firm, 
of which we give a 

wy section, is adjusted 
* to reduce the pressure 

of gas from a full 
cylinder to about 14 
Ibs, to the square 
inch. This regulator 
is the invention of Mr. 
Brier, the manager to 
the Company, and is 
meeting with great 
favour. 

MECHANICAL JET. 

Mr. J. Lizars, of Buchanan Street, Glasgow, 
is most enthusiastic in matters pertaining to 
the lantern, and, as will be seen from his new 
catalogue, has brought out several new styles 
apparatus. We observe a cut of a new jet which 
is simple in construction, yet can be controlled 
in every direction from behind. The lime is 
moved to or from the nipple, or can be 
turned and raised bya knob. The raising or 
lowering of the jet is actuated by rack and 
pinion, and the horizontal movement is con- 
trolled. When adjusting the distance of 
the burner from the condenser, tube runners 
are drawn out or pushed in as desired. 

of mats for lantern slides. 

SLIDE MATS. 
A NovEL departure has been made by Mr. 
Wm. Tylar, of Birmingham, in the shape 

LIC 
A few of the styles 

are here shown. 

—:0:—— 

The Lanternist’s Den, No. IX. 

By C. E. REenpte. 

How To Bump a. Br-untar—lII. 

As a first advice to those amateurs who pro- 
pose following up these instructions practically, 
I would say, spend a few hours in-putting your 
tools in order. Those that want grinding must 
be ground; if there is no convenience at home 
they can be taken to the cutler, who charges 
from a penny each according to the nature of 
the -instrument to be ground. If the plane 
wants resetting, then reset it. If the saw or 
saws want recutting, screw them up in the 
bench vice, take a 4in. saw file and recut them. 
Ignore altogether the false adage about a good 
workman being able to do anything and every- 
thing with a rusty nail. That’s humbug, and 
goes without saying, for experience has taught 
us that the clever mechanic requires an endless 
variety of the best tools. 

It is advisable to have a clean oilstone always 
at hand, which may be well covered with sweet 
oil during the process of sharpening. 

THe Bopy. 
In selecting the timber—which shou'd be 

the best Baywood—commonly known as ‘‘Hon- 
duras mahogany,” the lighter shades are prefer- 
able, the grain being closer. Care must be taken 
in getting it thoroughly seasoned, and unless 
one is expert in the choice of this, it will be 
advisable to trust to a respectable dealer in 
the material. 

Although, as before stated, addresses will be 
civen where most of the requisites can be ob- 
tained, at the same time it must be borne in 
mind that many of these can only be of service 
to those readers resident in or near London. 
The local tradesman, therefore, must be con- 
sulted and referred to when found more con- 

| venient. 
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It may be here mentioned that the special 
wood for our requirements can be had from Mr. 
George Tappin, 38, High-street, Kingsland, N., 
or Messrs. Marshall & Co., Old-street, St. 
Lukes, both of London. Probable cost of wood 
for entire lantern body 2s. to 3s. 

A suitable board 3in. thick is best. This 
must be brought to a dead flat with the smooth- 
ing plane, which may be ascertained by 
occasional gauging. 

Perhaps it will be found more convenient 
to many with limited accommodation, to do this 
planing up separately, that is to say, the various 
parts and pieces as they are each in their turn 
treated. Nevertheless, if it can be done asa 
whole it is best. 

The board when flattened as described, should 
be fully half-in. in thickness. 

First let us take the front Fig. 1. Ata glance 
it will be seen that this is clamped together, 
and that the clamps are mortised and tenanted 
on. Prepare a piece of your wood 193 in. long, 
and 8 in. wide, the grain to run longways, 

Fig. 1. 
This must be perfectly square on the edges, 
and as accuracy is essential, I would advise it | 
to be marked for the worker’s guidance as Fig. 2. | 
Black-lead pencil lines lightly drawn are all 
that is required, as they will afterwards be 

Fig. 2. Fig. 5. 

papered out. As the wood is true on the edges 
a T square may be employed. 

First draw the two centre lines aa, which 
will give the direct centre. From end to 
end and from side to side these lines should be 
equidistical. With a pair of compasses or 
dividers, set at 42 mark from the point named, 
the centre of the circles at BB, alter the 
dividers to 23, and make the two complete 
circles. It will thus be seen that the diameter 
of these condenser openings will be 42, and 
that they will be exactly 5in. apart. 

Set compasses to 84 in., and mark from 
centre for lines cc. Now draw lines pp 14 in. 
from each side, and EE 22in. also from each 
side. It may here be noticed that these guide 
lines are A centre, BB condenser-holes, cc 
depth of clamp, pp and EE depth and size of 
tenons, the dotted lines rr depth of mortise. 

! tools. 

The circles may now be cut out. Make a hole 
in each with your stock and bit, or if you don’t 
happen to have one use a large gimlet, and be 
particular in keeping the cutting well within the 
lines, 

With a cabinet piercing saw cut out the 
circles, or, by the way, a 7 in. key-hole saw will 
do well for this purpose, and can be 
purchased for 6d. from any dealer in carpenters’ 

Trim up to circle lines with spokeshave, 
or an 8 ia. cabinet rasp, and when they are 
perfectly round, which can be found by gauging, 
smooth and finish off with glass-paper. 

The next proceeding is to cut the tenons at 
top and bottom, Upon this the neatness of the 
work much depends. An 8-in. tenon saw and a 
3-in. chisel will be found best, Having cut these 
as shown in figs. 3 and 5, nicely finish and clean 
up. The next step is making the clamps. 
A couple of pieces of wood, just a shade thicker 
than before is wanted 84 in. in length and 1tin. 
deep. Mark from each end lines corresponding 
with those shown in fig. 2, pp and Ex, and pro- 
ceed to cut openings and mortice, to receive 
tenons. The open slots should be in. longer 
than the tenons, which will allow of a wood pin 
or plug being driven down on either side when 
putting together, and which is shown in fig. 4. 
The plugs are to be made almost square, and 
may be prepared; the required size will best be 
found by dropping the clamp over the tenons, 
and then trimmed to fit on each side. Be 
careful that they are not too loose, nor yet too 
tight, for if the latter, the wood is likely to split 
when driving in to fix. In fitting the various 
parts it is a good plan to get into the habit of 
marking them, so that they go into the same 
places each time. 

The front, in its eleven parts, which of 
course includes the eight plugs, may now 
be put aside while we turn our attention to 
the back. 

Perhaps it would be advisable before leaving 
the subject of clamping to direct the attention 
to the fact, that while the grain of the wood 
of, say, the vertical piece described above, 
travels longways, so also does it, in the piece 
which lays horizontally, but when the two are 
fixed together, they are pulling in contrary 
directions (see fig. 1). It is this pulling one 
against the other that makes this class of 
cabinet work so far superior to the ordinary 
tongued and grooved clamp. This latter is 
resorted to by the majority of body-makers: 
not because it is best, but because it can be 
done in half the time. 

The back (fig, 6) is made in exactly the same 
way as the front, and as the clamped ends are 
the same size in every way, they need not 
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again be described. The apertures shown in 
the diagram, and which are to receive the jet 
trays, may be cut to the taste of the worker as 
far as design goes. The wood is to be marked 
in the same way as before. The centre line 
being made first, next mark 7 
CC lt in. from each end, D D 
1} in. from each side, E E 23 in. 
GG 84 in. also from sides, 
H 1} in. from bottom, K 14 
in. from centre line A. 

When the apertures have 
been pierced out, to shape, 
then the clamping may be 
proceeded with as in the case 
of the front. They may each 
be put together in the follow- 
ing way. : 

Maxine Guus. 

Break into small pieces some of the best 
Scotch glue, sufficient to about half fill the glue 
pot, cover with cold water, and allow to stand 
twenty-four hours, when it may be observed 
that the glue will have absorbed the greater 
part of the water, A little more may be added 
and then placed over a slow heat to simmer; 
stir occasionally, and when dissolved it should 
have about the consistency of golden syrup. If 
thicker more water must be added gradually. 

Screw into your vice—which, by the bye, 
should be of wood—the lantern front, one end 
uppermost ; paint the tenons and mortise with 
glue, drive on the clamp with a small mallet 
sand then insert the plugs, which may be driven 
securely in their several places. This having : 
been done much of the glue will have been 
forced out, and should be wiped off with a piece 
of clean rag. Tach end of both back and front 
may be similarly treated, and they may be put 
aside in the dry. If the worker possesses 
wooden clamps which are made for this pur- 
pose, they can be used with advantage, 

(To be continued.) 

—0: 

Hints to Inexperienced 

Lanternists. 

By A. M. Hrippon. 

To the expert operator, the management of 
limelight apparatus seems such a very simple 
and easy matter that he can hardly understand 
how anyone can ever find it difficult. Mishaps, 
even of the most trifling nature, rarely happen 
to the experienced lanternist ; while the be- 
ginner, using perhaps the same apparatus, often 

finds his first attempts at operating marred by 
sundry more or less embarrassing and disturb- 
ing incidents. I propose to deal with a few of 
these hitches and mishaps, in the hope of ren- 
dering the path of the novice more smooth. 
Many minor accidents occur from mere clum- 

siness of fingers and, more often still, from a 
want of familiarity with the apparatus used. 
The would-be operator frequently loses sight of 
the fact that he will have to do his work more 
or less in the dark, and under circumstances 
which will not fail to add to his confusion if 
anything goes wrong. The lantern, its dis- 

. solver and jets, look simpie enough by daylight, 
but they become considerably more complicated 

' when half enshrouded in darkness and nearly 
i red hot. Under these circumstances nuts 
become singularly intractable, screws refuse 
to turn, accessories become mislaid, and the 
bewildered operator has to deliberate for a 
full minute before he°can make up his mind 
whether the cylinder valve closes to the right 
or to the left. The only remedy for such 
a state of affairs is of course frequent ‘‘ dress 
rehearsals’; not lasting a few hurried minutes 
only, but continued for an hour or more, 
in order to make a real test both of the capa- 
bility of the operator and the efficiency of 
the apparatus. 

Let us suppose a beginner is using a blow- 
; through jet, hydrogen from the main, oxygen 
from a cylinder not fitted with a regulator. 
As likely as not he turns on the oxygen 
without first opening the jet tap, and of course 
gets no light. Just as he is proceeding to 
investigate the reason why no gas comes 
through, off blows the rubber tubing with a 
sudden snap! No damage is done, however, 
and the matter is soon put right. Later on in 
his lantern career, when he becomes the pos- 
sessor of a regulator, he finds that it is very 
necessary to keep the jet tap closed when first 
opening the cylinder valve, in order that the 
back pressure thus obtained may bring the 
regulating apparatus into play. 

With a blow-through jet the- hydrogen 
supply has frequently to be conveyed from a’ 
considerable distance, and the indiarubber 

-| tubing by which the service is usually effected is a 
fruitful cause of mishaps. If laid on the floor, 
someone treads on it; if stretched across, some- 
body walks through it, and pullsit down. The only 
really serious danger connected with limelight is 
the possibility of coal gas escaping out into the 
room in considerable quantities. Directly any 
hitch or unforseen occurreuce takes place, it is 
the duty of the operator to see that the hydro- 
gen supply is properly cut off. An escape of - 
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SLIDE PAINTING COLOURS, 
SPECIALLY PREPARED for PAINTING MAGIC LANTERN SLIDES 

In Collapsible Tubes and Glass Pots. 

Boxes fitted with Varnish Colours, 5.-, 10:6, 15/-, and 30/- each. 
‘9 Water ss 2/-, 5/-, and 21/- each. 

Just Published, ‘A Manual on Painting on Glass and How to 
Use the Magic Lantern,” 1s. each. 

Also Manufacturers of the New Chromo Printed Magic Lantern Slides 
5s- per Set of 12 Slides, 33 in. Square. 100 Subjects, 

Price Lists Post Free, or can be had from any Optician. 

J. BARNARD & SON, 
MANUFACTURING ARTISTS’ COLOURMEN 

RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND EXPORT. 

19, BERNERS STREET, LONDON, W. 

Improved Magneto-Electric Vests, BEFORE YOU BUY 
Belts, Limb Invigorators, Soles, &c. 

Guaranteed fullest possible power, they recommend themselves. 
They most effectually protect and restore the system against 

INFLUENZA, PARALYSIS, BRAIN AND NERVE 
Fonemonen! PRE ena ttON. oes AND pa ci 
U I AL DI R RS. EPILEPSY, NERVE A MUSCULAR DEBILITY, COLD FEET & DEFECTIVE (FOR COMPRESSED GASES), CIRCULATION, &c., &c., as many letters prove. 

They strengthen the ncrve centres, encrgise the circulation, and fortify SE ND FOR OUR LIST. the system against epidemics and other diseases. ‘They are worn over 
the first garment. The current penctrates clothing and even wood, 
marble, &c., as anyone may demonstrate, yet give no sensation to tho 
skin. For Ladies and all debilitated constitutions they are. invaluable. 
They are most comfortable, successful and economical, and on scientific 
Also Galvanic, Faradsio & Magnetic Batteries, (principles, L E A & S O N ’ With directions for use in Specified cases. 

Mr. BENNETT, M.E., Penley's Grove Street, YORK. RUNCORN. 
eZ. EX, Sve Vw AP D?’s “Anti-Glare” Mechanical Lime Light Jet 

Price £4 10s. "0" Peters STEWARD'S NEW LANTERN THE BEST LIGHT, To fit any Lantern. £9 9s Od 
THE EASIEST USED, 

_iWith best ordinary Blow. s° THE MOST COMPLETE JET So ea 
YET MADE. 

Prevents any Light’ streaming into the eyes of 
the audience, and at the same time has every 
adjustment OUTSIDE the Lantern, including screw 
down valves and cut off, so that after once adjusting it a 
bead only can be kept alight until lantera is required, and 
then a touch of the smull lever brings the full light on, 
Alsou adjustment for whole jet by rack and pinion to and 
from the Condenser, adjustment for turning up lime with 

click stop, adjustment for moving lime to and fro:n sas jet = 
nipple; adjustment up and down with clainp, and lateral 
adjustments, with clamp. 

All done from outside, and 

No light streams into the room. 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES 
Gratis, post free. = wae 

J.H. STEWARD, Optician, “sii ant 2yee.cregnnts is, tunis sinc 
406, Strand, 407, West Strand, W.C., and 7, Gracechurch Street, London, E.C, 



CHADY 

LANTERN 
THE “PERFECT” OPTICAL LANTERN, with bellows front and 

mahogany body, as first introduced by Chadwick; 43-in. Patent Triple 
Condenser, interchangeable objectives of any foci from 4 to 16 inches, 
with mechanical adjustment for jet, in cabinet £10. 

CAUTION.—There are many imitations of my Lantern by Tradesmen who have not 
only pirated the design, but who have copied the description from my Catalogue; im most 
causes, however, these pirates, being more commercial than practical, have ‘‘ missed the 
mark’ in mportant details and practical utility. 

CHADWICK’S “No. 2” LANTERN is constructed on similar lines to 
the above, with the same optical parts and mechanical adjustments, but 
in a less expensive body, in cabinet £6 103. 

NEW TRIPLE CONDENSER (Chadwick’s Patent), giving 50°/, more 
illumination than Double Condensers, 4-in. diameter 85s.; 44-inch 
£2. See pamphlet on Lantern Condensers. 

NOTE.— When ordering Triple Condensers, state focus of objectives to be used. 

Extra ConpEnsinc Lenszs, to suit objectives of any foci, in patent telescoping 
mount, each 10s. 

ACHROMATIC DOUBLE COMBINATION OBJECTIVES, of any 
foci from 4 to 16 inches, the highest quality obtainable, each 20s. 

Rack Fronts for the above, each 16s. 

CHADWICK’S ECLIPSE CARRIER (Registered), 5s., post free 5s. 3d. 
The introduction of this Carrier gave the death-blow to Biunial and Triple 
Lanterns. Thousands supplied. Hundreds of unsolicited testimonials. 
Beware of imitations. 

JETS, Chadwick’s improved Nozzle, and mechanical adjustments in every 
direction. 25s. and 80s. each. 

ANOTHER CAUTION.—Do not be led astray by a lot of nonsensical talk about 
large or complicated mixing chambers. It 1s “shop” talk. If you have a wine glass 
full of treacle, and another of glycerine, you will require a basin to mix them, and some- 
thing to stir them with. If you have a wine glass full of whiskey, and another of 
water, you may mix themin a tumbler glass without stirring. If you had a wine glass full of 
oxygen, and another of coal gas, all you would have to do would be to put the glasses 
together and the gas would immediately mix in their own glasses, and anybody who will study 

W. I. CHADWICK, 



WIiCcCK’sS 
NOVELTIES. 

the laws of the mixture of gases will find that the nozzle, or at any rate the tube that 
carries the nozzle, has ample capacity to form a mixing chamber; and if those who have not 
time to study these things will bring their jets to me, I will prove what has been said by 
blocking up the entire capacity of the mixing chamber with decided advantage. The nozzle 
as the all-important part of a jet, and I always attend to that myself, and supply 
two nozzles for every mixed jet. 

VERTICAL ATTACHMENT and other Scientific Accessories, such 
as cheinical tanks for lantern stage, or flat tanks for vertical attachment, 
magnetic and electrical appliances for the lantern, &c., &c., guaranteed 
to fit, and these accessories may be obtained at any future time. 

LANTERN, MICROSCOPE and POLARISCOPE (Leech’s Patent), | 
with coarse and fine focussing adjustment, focussing substage, two sub- 
stage condensers, three objective holders or adapters, Barlow lens 
amplifier, polariscope fittings, &c., in mahogany cabinet, £9. 

This instrument is not only the most perfect and complete projection microscope and 
polariscope, but it is likewise the most practical photo-micrographic apparatus, and by 
which the photo-micrographs exhibited by Mr. Chadwick in London last week were 
made. 

Micro.opsectives of the highest quality corrected for photography, as supplied 
to numerous colleges, eminent professors and renowned microscopists. 
Inst on application. 

Micro.opsEcts specially mounted for photography and projection. 

Prisms and Poariscope Ogsects in great variety. 

Newton's Cotour Disc ror tux Lantern. A perfect instrument at last. 20s. 

WHEEL OF Lire For Lantern, with photographs of Trotting Horses, Birds on 
the Wing, &c., &c. 

THE LECTURERS’ PORTABLE READING LAMP, DESK and 
STAND, burns.a carriage candle; no mess with oil; self-supporting. 20s. 

“CLICK” SIGNAL. A perfect thing, not a toy or a piece of one. 1s. 6d. 
each. 

20,000 LANTERN SLIDES, for Sale or Hire. Any Set, with reading, 
on Hire, 2s. 6d.; or 8 Sets throughout the season, 20s. 

2, St. Mary's Street, MANCHESTER. 
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HUGHES’ 
New Pattern Patent 

PAMPHENGOS LAMP. 
Nearly 3,000 Sold. Has stood the test against all imitation. 

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS. 
AN INTENSELY WHITE LIGHT! PERFECT COMBUSTION, 

NO SMELL OR SMOKE! AN EVENLY ILLUMINATED FIELD! 

Sectional Conoidal Glasses, Impervious to Heat 
and Proof against fracture. 

The Reflector is used in its entirety, and the essential parts 
are not cut away for sight holes, and being outside the 

glass is not affected by the products from the consumed oil. 

Be eee FULL VOLUME OF LIGHT AT ALL TIMES! 

The perfect combustion of this lamp, together with its general plan of construction, enables 
it to burn perfectly at any time without the aid of dampers or chimney lengtheners, which are 

evils to be eschewed. The Pamphengos chimney is pulled out to its full length when first lighted, 
and the lamp at once burns with full volume without any adjusting, if directions sent are 
adhered to. This Lamp is high-class and technical, not commercial. 

QS Never use Tale, it only lessens the light after using 
Personal attention is given to every lamp in manufacturing 

to insure the finest results. 

PRICES. 
No. 1. Best Pamphengos Lamp, latest pattern, with improvements to 

High 

Class 

Technical date, special-brass cone, best pinions t2 wick tubes, also hinged doors, 

iF which fall back, holding conoidal glasses, and secured at the revited 

enses drop catch. The cistern or reservoir is made deep to allow of free 
working of the wicks. Price, complete with chimney -- £2 2 0 

and No. 2. Pamphengos Lamp sie bs an = .. £1 10 0 
No. 3. Pamphengos Lamp . ae oi or - £1 10 

No. 1. Best Pamphengos, new pattcrn, with handsome Japanned body, 
elegant solid brass fronts, finest 4 inch double condenser, and high class 

large diameter front lens, with rack and double 
milled heads, or rotary focussing, in com- 
plete case oe ng .. £6 6 0: 

No. 2. Pamphengos, 
similar to above, hand- 
some brass fronts, 
4 inch condenser, 
double combination 
lens rack and double 
milled heads. in com- 
plete case, £4 4 0 

No. 3. Co-operative 
Pamphengos, 4 inch 
coudensers, double 
combination lens, 

£210 0 

The Universal Lantern 
with 4 inch conden- 
sers, 4-wick lamp, 

portrait combination 
front lenses, rack & pin- 
ionincase, £1 5 6 
A marvellous lantern 

Lamp. 

: =a, for the money. 

W. C. HUGHES, Brewster House, Mortimer Rd, Kingsland. N 
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THE ART OF PROJECTION: .2:.Sorgst,, 
RY £ PAGUECT Beautifully Illustrated. Over 100 Choice Engravings. 

STRICTLY PRACTICAL. 
With full Instructions for the perfect manipulation of Triple and 

other Lanterns. 
Replete with wrinkles never before published, which no Professional or 

Amateur should be without. 
How to Choose —What to Avoid—How to use Oil, Limelight, 

Electric, Dissolving, Triple, Microscopic, Polariscope and 
Scientific Lanterns—Slide Making, Enlarging, &c.—System of 
Perfect Registration of Effects—Working of Cylinders, Gauges, 

AN 
UNIQUE Regulators, &c.—Saturators, Gas Making—Oxygen, Hydrogen. 

WORK Price 32s.6da. Net, Bound in Cloth 3 Postage, 5d. 

; EXTRACTS 
B. J]. MALDEN, Esq., says:—“I have read ‘it carefully, and AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY.—" A book written by one niost emphatically recommend it to all. The instructions for well acquainted with his subject. Should be in every lanternist's registering Slides and effects most valuable, and the best I know. library.” Boel ed anteal Should be studied by the experienced OPTICAL MAGIC LANTERN—* This book is finely 
ENGLISH MECHANIC.—“In this work much information PIMAtreedae ena onl find a place in the library of will be found which has never been published before; the hiats and J . initructions will be found trustworthy and invaluable, and well PRACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHER.—" The book is thoroughly adapted to the wants of either amateur oy professional lanternist."’ up to date for practical w orking."" 

OTHER REVIEWS NOT PRINTED FOR WANT OF SPACE. 
To be had of W. C. HUGHES, Brewster House, Mortimer Road, Kingsland, N. 

HUGHES’ PATENT AUTOMATIC 
MECHANICAL 

Incandescent Limelight Shutters, 
Worked from the Dissolving Tap. 

To prevent the incandescence showing on the Screen 
when one picture is taken off during Dissolving, which mars the beauty of the effect. 

_ This adds to perfect Lantern Exhibitions, as beautiful 
pictures are often spoiled by the halo of light that is thrown from an Incandescent Lime. 

SIMPLE. PERFECT. 

WILL FIT ANY LANTERN, HUGHES’ PATENT PERFECT 
AND CAN BE ADAPTED BY ANY AMATEUR TO HIS LANTERN. CENTREING 

Price —Complete—17s. Gd. each. REGISTERING | CARRIERS, 

The Incandescent Asbestos “onuoeisaria ron ineevuarTgS hat Bae 
Glare Preventing shield, Every Picture put on a Dead Centre: 

To prevent the rays of light dazing by its glare the eyes of SIMPLE. PERFECT. EFFECTIVE, the audience. Does not interfere with the proper manipula- BEAUTIFUL RESULTS ON THE SGREEN UNEQUALLED. tion of the jets, and the draughts are quite free. Can be With this Bevelled-edged Brags-fronted’ Mechanical Carrier shifted or removed at will. pictures can be made to go on and off the screcn with beautiful Only true Lanternists can appreciate the value of these precision, clean as a knife cut, and charming to behold. Kach : f : 
side is centred by a clip for holding the slide against the front 

inventions ; therefore order at once, and so enhance the Per- | plate of the carrier, insuring it always being in focus. fection of a Lantern Exhibition. 
FURTHER PARTICULARS FREE. TRADE SUPPLIED. Ss.6d.each. Only 5s. 6d. each. 5s. 6d. each. Price, either Square or Circular, £1 7s. 6d. each. SUITABLE SHAPE AND SIZE FOR ALL LANTERNS. } Most Crucially and Carefully made, and highly finished. 
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THE MINIATURE MALDEN TRIPLE. 
HUGHES’ PATENT. 

A Perfect Bijou Model used nightly by B. J. Manpen, Usq., with great 
success. Ventilation perfect, and keeps cooler than the larger ones. Height, 23 
inches; width, 8% inches; weight, lessened. Splendidly constructed on scientific 
principles, well made, and great strength to carry the large diameter lenses, Perfect 
rigidity for re¢istering, which could not be obtained with bellows fronts. Everythiog 
cd been studied. Prices, £43 10s., £33 10s. and £22 10s. Elegant Brass 

onts. 

The Docwra Triple, prize medal highest award, supplied to Madam Adelina 
Patti, Dr. H. Grattan Guinness, and the Royal Polytechnic. 
Bi-Unials, unsurpassed at the price: elegant, well-made, mahogany body, lined, 

solid brass fronts, £6 10s.; cheaper form, £5 10s. 
Hughes’ Special Lantern Objectives, with corrections, splendid 

definition, as used by all the leading Exhibitors, Institutions and the Government. 
Regulators and Gauges. Favther reductions. 12s. each. 
Gas Cylinders, best make and reliable. 
Hire Department. Perfect system of despatch. Largest collection. All 

artistically-coloured Slides, not rnbbish. Fifty lent on loan for 3s. 

Second-hand Lanterns and Slides. ‘Tremendous bargains that have 
mostly been exchanged. Send for List. 
Hughes’ High-class Lantern Slides and Effects, not commercial 

daubs. Do not fail to see this magnificent collection. Thousands of Pounds’ worth 
of Apparatus and Slides that it is not possible to see anywhere else. 

In the meantime, get Mr. Hughes’ Grandly Illustrated Catalogue. 
Over 160 fine Engravings. Unprecedented. Not made up with trade blocks borrowed 
from various wholesale houses, but origina! Illustrations of Mr. Hughes’ own manu- 
facture. These, with Illustrations of other Lanterns. price 6A., postage 3d. List of 
60,000 Slides and Effects, Gd. You will save in the end by purchasing from 
Mr. Hughes, who gives his twenty-five years of experience in technical high-class 
results to purchasers. 

SENSSSAN IF: mT 
aun TANT 

GEIS. 
hua a 

— 

cc 

HUGHES*SPECIAL PORTABLE PATENT 

Brass-Grooved Metal Boxes 
FOR HOLDING SLIDES. 

SUITABLE FOR WARM CLIMATES, 
BEAUTIFULLY CONSTRUCTED. 

Great Strength and Portability. 

A Boon to Lanternists’ Brass Grooves, 
No fear of the grooving warping, or giving away, as in the 

case of wooden grooves. 

Tohold 62 Slides .. .. £059 
‘i 50 ” on aS 046 

* Patent Double 

Plug Safety 
‘dey, SULATOSSIG 

Ayojeg snig 

g “i £1 10s. Od, 

” 36 " tee 036 

PATENT DOUBLE PLUG SAFETY 
STAR DISSOLVING TAPS. 
NO MORE EXPLOSIONS! 
A GREAT INNOVATION! 

Double 1 12s.; Single 21 10s. 
< < EACH 

Malden dissolving taps .- 22/6, 15/- & 12/- 
Chamber jets, with cogwheel lime turner 10/6 
Blow thro’ safety jet, with cogwheel 

lime turner = -- ie as 6 
Regulators -» +. +) ee we 1D- 
Gauges tees + 12 
New Sets of Slides: —Chicago Exhibition, 
Canary Islands, Madeira, Greece, Athens, 

also Horner Stories. 
New Lire Move. Sets Pua, 1s. EACH, 

LANTERN SLIDES—50 Beautifully Coloured - 
Slides loaned for 3s. in special grooved boxes. 

eTqnog 4ue7eg 

W. G. HUGHES, BREWSTER HOUSE, MORTIMER RD., KINGSLAND, N. 
Second-Hand Lanterns of all Descriptions, great bargains. Lists free. 
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oxygen does no harm, but a leakage of coal gas 
is a far more serious matter. It is not wise to 
use a greater length of tubing than will just 
reach the lantern, and if it must be brought 
along the floor, it is an excellent plan to encase 
it in a few short pieces of old iron gas pipe. 

It is well to make sure that the lantern is 
not filled with coal gas before introducing a 
light into the interior. Beyond a sudden puff, 
sufliciently strong, perhaps, to blow the rose- | 
top off, nothing serious occurs, but sometimes 
an explosion from this or some similar cause 
will cover the condenser with a film of lime 

with its condensing powers during the rest of 
the exhibition. With a blow-through jet the 
most inexperienced cannot bring about a dan- 
gerous admixture of gases. Even if the cylin- 
ders be connected to the wrong taps of the jet, 
the only result is a perfectly useless light. 

The blow-through is frequently spoken of as 
the ‘‘safety”’ jet, but, as a matter of fact, the 
mixed jet has just as good a claim to be con- 
sidered safe when cylinders are used. For 
consider the conditions under which this jet is 
worked. Oxygen gas supports combustion, but 
cannot of itself either burn or explude. Hy- 
drogen by itself will neither burn nor explode so 
long as it is pure and uumixed with oxygen in 
‘any form. A lighted taper introduced into a 
cylinder of coal gas is at once extinguished ; 
though, of course, the gas would burn if in 
contact with the air. 

These two gases are contained in separate 
cylinders, and are kept apart in separate tubes 
until they reach the chamber of the jet. Here 
they become mixed, and may be considered to 
be in an explosive state. Under certain condi- 
tions the light may “ snap back,’? and a small 
harmless explosion in the chamber take place, 
but it is quite impossible for the flame to pass 
backward along either the tube of pure hydrogen 
or pure oxygen. 

Under no circumstances could one gas pass 
by way of the jet backward to. the other cy- 
linder, because in doing so it would bring to 
bear upon the rubber tubing a pressure it most 
certainly would not stand. This, of course, 
only refers to cylinders. The use of gas-bags 
by an inexperienced operator canvot be advised. 
Safe they may be in the hands of an expert; 
but their use by a novice almost amounts to 
foolishness, while, with a mixed jet, to take the 
hydrogen supply direct from the main is more 
than foolishness. The circumstances hinted at 
above, under which a light will snap back and 
explode in the chamber, are where the aperture 

' not in perfect order, 
| designed, and with such, faulty workmanship 

of the nipple is too great or the gas pressure 
too small. 

The seriousness of an explosion in the mixing 
chamber is greatly increased if the dissolver is 

Some are not very wisely 

will sometimes permit a slight admixture of 
the gases to take place; but even in this case 
the harm is confined to the jet and dissolver 
and the tubes between them. 

With regard to flame extinguishers, pumice 
tubes, &c., I cannot conceive that they are 
needed, nor do I think that they would prove 

dust, &c., which, if unnoticed, will interfere | effectual supposing explosive conditions did 
prevail. This, however, is merely a personal 
Opinion, and is not based on any experience 
derived from their use, 

Cracking a condenser is an accident which 
sometimes happens to operators, experienced or 
otherwise. This is generally the result of care- 
lessness, either in not giving it time to warm up 

| by degrees, or else by forgetting to revolve the 
lime, When such an accident occurs, it is well 
not to be in too great a hurry to replace the 
broken lens, as sometimes it is the metal casing 
which needs alteration, and which, until set 
right, will break lens after lens. In many ways 
the extreme heat to which a lantern is subjected 
in the course of a long exhibition is a great 
searcher out of defects. TIll-made jets become 
unsoldered and fall to pieces; lime-pins refuse 
to turn ; and, in the case of small lanterns, the 
heated wood warps and sometimes takes fire. 
Some of the modern patterns of mahogany 
lanterns are undoubtedly too small, and in 
them compactness has only been secured at the 
cost of efficiency. 

In the above lines I have only dealt with 
trifling mishaps, because, with pure gases from 
cylinders, no serious dangers exist. The appre- 
hension with which the limelight-producing 
apparatus is regarded in some quarters is based 
on reminiscences of a past time, long before 
modern appliances were introduced. Still, 
these mishaps, though trifling, are annoying 
when they do happen, and the surest way to 
avoid their occurrence is to consider, thought- 
fully and carefully, the theory of the matter, and 
to learn the why and wherefore of each part of 
the apparatus before putting it to practical 
use, 

—=:0:—— 

“Use THE LanTerRN on Stunpay Nicur,” was 
spoken to Mr. Nix, as he believes, from heaven. He Says: 
‘I knew the voice too well to make any mistake. I 
asked God to reveal to me how the thing could be ar- 
ranged. It was all made plain to me within the space of 
ten minutes. The idea was carried out, and atthe very 
first. service the hall was crowded. Now I have 1,300 
Gospel and Temperance slides.’'—Christian Herald: 
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In accordance with the promise made in last 
journal (under editorial table) we give a repro- 
duction of the design made by Mr. F. F. Weeks, 
21, Thorpe Road, Forest Gate, London, KE. In 
order to reproduce this design it was necessary 
for. it to be sketched entirely in line, hence it 
will not appear with that softness in the 
shadows that characterizes the drawings Mr. 

Weeks usually produces; the shadows in 
which are obtained by a series of washes which 
gives a particularly clear effect when photo- 
graphed. 

Our object for giving the sketch this month 
instead of in December is to enable our readers 
at distant parts of the world to utilize it, if 
desired, for the festive season. 
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All the LATEST IMPROVEMENTS in Lanterns, Slides, and Apparatus, 
Together with marvellous reductions in prices, can be known by sending for 

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 
OF MAGIC LANTERNS AND SLIDES FOR 1893-4. 

OVER 100 NEW SETS OF LANTERN SLIDES. 
New patent Dissolver, great improvement over all others in the market. 

New patent Limelight Jet, for blow through and mixed gases. 

Great Specialities. Full size Lanterns with best.Lenses and powerful Lamps, 
in travelling cases, complete, from 25s, 

The Grand BI-UNIAL LANTERN for Science Lecturers, &¢., with massive brass mone eurtain 
effect, best lenses by Laverne, walnut or mahogany body with sight holes, brass earrying 

handles, jets, dissolver, ete., complete from £8 Ss. Double Lighting Carrier Frames, 1s 

LITHOGRAPHIC, HAND-PAINTED, AND PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDES IN IMMENSE VARIETY. Cylinders, Gas Regulators and every accessory, Best Hard Limes, from 2s. per dozen. New Improved Screens, eyeletted; for suspending anywhere without risk of tearing sheet. New Improved Sereen Stands to fit together in five minutes. From 10 to 20 feet. Lanterns from the smallest size at 1s. to £80. Slides from 6d. per dozen to 40s. each. Grand Chicago, Set 66 Slides, coloured, is. 6d. each. 
EVERYTHING OF THE NEWEST, BEST MAKE AND THOROUGHLY RELIABLE. 

LHEOBALD «es Co. 
Wholesale Manufacturers, Trade Supplied, 

43, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.c. 
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THE LANTERN MISSION. | SUNDAY LANTERN SERVICES 
Special Scripture Slides for Lantern Mission Service. 

Complete “ Lantern Bible" over 1,000 Subjects. THE LANTERN BIBLE. 

Special Detailed Catalogue of Lantern Bible Slides post free. All the 
latest Life Models and Lecture Sets stocked as published. ; Our Catalogue contains over 1000 Subjects, illustrating 

COMPLETE LANTERN OUTFITS | the Bible History from cover to cover. All the pictures 
BEST QUALITY. LOWEST PRICES. are selected with special care from the works of 

Great Reduction of Charges for Hire or Surprs. Sent | the greatest ancient and modern Masters; and 
by post or rail to any part. Hire Lists Post Free. the texts (numbering about 200 additional slides) care- 

Write for full detailed Catalogue of Lanterns, Slides, and | fully chosen by an experienced lanternist, who has also 
Apparatus (350 pages), 6d. given close attention to their proper ‘“display.”’ 

Help declares this to be ‘ VAich the most comprehen- 
WY . ; mM REE DD. | sive of any series of pictures yet prepared.” 

Optical Lantern Outfitter, Catalogue, post free, on application to 

7, WESTMORLAND ROAD, NEWCASTLE ON-TYNE. | STEVEN BROS., 83, Osborne St., City, GLASGOW, 

LIZARS’ “CORPORATION” LANTERN, 
As specially designed for the Corporation of Glasgow, and now used by some of the best Lecturers in the Coun'ry. 

The body is made of the finest Spanish Mahogany, dovetailed and screwed with 
a panelled door at each side, and lined throughout with sheet metal. It is fitted with 
a best leather extending bellows, moved by a quick-acting screw, which can ke regu- 
lated to any length, so that any focus of obieclive may be used. The condenser is a 
compound one of 4% inches diamieter. The burner, either blow through or mixing jet, 
as desired, is moved in every direction by rack and pinion, so that the perfect adjust- 
ment of the light, so necessary, may be accomplished with the greatest of ease. The 
objectives are of 64-in. and 11-in. focus respectively, thus enabling the picture to be 
shown either from the centre or the back of a hall, as may be desired. They are 
perfectly achromatic, therefore free from distortion to the edge of the picture. 

The instrument throughout is most carefully constructed, and is as perfect 
optically as can be made. Price, in polished carrying case, £12. 

“Corporation” Lantern, with one objective only, either 64-in. or 11-in., and without rockwork arrangement to burner 
(otherwise exactly the same), all of the best quality, £8. LIST OF 200 PAGES FREE. 

Best Slides are hired at 6d. per dozen 

‘ .fcyaq 101, BUCHANAN STREET, GLASGOW, 
J. LIZARS, Optician, ana‘73, vicroRIA STREET, BELFAST. 

BLAIR’ Ae CAMERAS, 
On the EUROPEAN MARKET. 

The List in stock with the Importers range in size from 34 by 34 to 83 by 6}, and are the 

MOST BEAUTIFUL ! MOST SIMPLE! MOST COMPLETE ! 
For all classes of work, using either Glass Plates, Cut Films or Blairs’ Film in rolls. 

te . THE No. 3 HAWKEYE CAMERA 
(Sold in America as ‘The Columbus”), is the smallest non-folding Camera in the world which will carry one 
hundred 5 by 4 exposures without re-loading. It sells, fitted with Blair R.R. Lens, for FIVE GUINEAS. 

The Folding Kameret (Sold in America as ‘‘ The 400’) has no equal in point of beauty of design and finish. 
i These Cameras must be SEEN to be appreciated. 

THE EUROPEAN BLAIR CAMERA CO., LTD., 
Importers, 9, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, HOLBORN. 

Dealers supplied at Liberal Discounts, and promptly furnished, on application, with Catalogues and Advertising Matter. 

HORNTON-OICKARD 
PATENT SHUTTERS. 

ARE HE_SIMPLEST. 
A HE BEST. Focal Plane Pee a oe cea cr bbta r, ATISFACTION. ‘Snap Shot 5 

CATALOGUES POST FREE. Sime Hoe Ensts Shutter. Por Hick Speed 

THE THORNTON-PICKARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, price roe aie, TO” Z4stantonecws price from 35)- 
“ MER: Speed 1-1000 of @ 

Altringham, Near Manchester. Stereoscopic from 26/-. Price from 10/-. oa srcomd: f 
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The Rival Merits of Single and | 

Double Lanterns. 

By C. Goopwin Norton. 

Many persons, particularly those whose pockets | 
are limited, have some difficulty in deciding 
whether they shall purchase a single or double 
lantern. 

Consulting the various catalogues of ditferent 
makers will not do much to solve the difficulty, 
as nearly all of them will contain particulars of 
some marvellous invention which will make a 
single lantern perform all the duties of a double 
one, or there will be a biunial offered at about 
the same price as a single. 

Before purchasing, the lanternist should make 
up his mind as far as possible to what use he 
intends to put his lantern to. This may be 
summarized as follows :— 

(1) To amuse a few friends or children at 
home, and to show home-made lantern slides. 

(2) To illustrate a lecture of a purely scientific 
nature, or where plain views are to be shown. 

(3) Where the lantern is part of an entertain- 
ment to be given in various places, the sizes of 
a the operator has no previous knowledge 
of. 

(4) When the lantern is always to be in the 
sambt place, as at a public institution, and to be 
used for any and every purpose for which a 
lantern is required. 

(5) When the whole entertainment depends 
upon the lecturer, the lantern, and the operator. 

In the first case a single lantern is all that is 
required, as it is of little consequence whether 
the slides follow each other with unvarying 
regularity, and it is only a question of trouble 
and expense whether limelight or oil is used. 

For scientific purposes a single will also do, 
but if the audience is likely to be large and not 
all composed of the exhibitor’s immediate 
friends a double lantern is desirable. 

In the third case a biunial is a matter of 
necessity, if only for the look of it, and even in 
the most careful hands the lime will sometimes 
crack or the light require retrimming; and 
again the public expect something in the way of 
effects. 
When the lantern is always stationary the 

operator is not troubled with different sets of 
lenses, and he can make nearly everything a 
fixture. 

But when the lantern and lecturer have 
nothing to assist them a triple is a necessity, as 
many of the best effects can only be shown with 
three lanterns. 

The chief stumbling-block in the whole matter 
ig the method of changing the slides. Many are 

the elaborate arrangements for this purpose, 
many of which would work well if all slides 
were the same thickness andsize ; but they never 

' are, and some of the slide-changing machinery 
is as elaborate as that of a clock, the makers 
apparently forgetting that everything connected 
with the carriers has to be done in the dark and 
at a time when the whole of the operator’s 
attention should be elsewhere. What can be 
more annoying than for a slide to stick or the 
« Patent Simplisiveness Double-Single dissolving 
carrier’ to refuse to work in the middle of a 
lecture. It is all very well for makers to declare 
that their particular pattern of single dissolver 
answers as well as two lanterns and that dis- 
solving views are things of the past, and to com- 
pare elaborate lanterns to lacquered bedsteads. 
Why are bedsteads polished and lacquered, since 
this affects their sleeping qualities only in a 
remote degree? And yet everyone who can 
possibly afford the expense has ornamental 
furniture. 

Of course it would be absurd to have a highly 
ornamented lantern and neglect the optical 
parts, &c.; but the softest beds are generally 
found on the best-looking bedsteads. The 
public like to see an imposing and grand look- 
ing lantern—it gives them confidence before the 
exhibition begins, and he would be a clever 

lecturer who could convince them that a plain- 
looking single would produce anything like the 
results of the magnificent triples used by our 
best exhibitors. 

The best and simplest method of changing 
unframed slides in a single iantern is by means 
of adouble-sliding carrier (the invention of Mr. 
Groves). This pattern has no machinery to get 
out of order, nothing to stick or go wrong; each 
slide can be exactly centred, and the operator 
is sure of the whole of the picture appearing on 
the screen at the proper time. As before stated, 
dissolving can only be effected when two lanterns 
are used, but the nearest imitation of it can be 
made without any machinery or special appa- 
ratus at all. os 

Supposing we have two slides of the same 
subject—‘‘ the Tower of London by day and by 
night.’ The day scene would be shown first in 
the sliding carrier, and the night scene placed in 
the reverse end of the carrier. Now let the 

operator gradually but quickly cover the nozzle 
of the lantern with the right hand, beginning 

with the tips of the fingers, which should be 

stretched as far apart as possible until the palm 
completely covers the light; immediately the 
obscuration is complete, the night scene should 
be placed in front of the condenser with the 
left hand. The right hand is then removed 
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from the front in exactly the reverse order to 
which it was placed there. Though this seems 
such a simple matter considerable care and 
dexterity are required, as the whole principle 
depends upon persistance of vision that is the 
time the retina of the eye retains the image 
formed upon it, which is somewhere about half- 
a-second ; consequently the whole operation of 
covering the aperture, changing the slide, and 
uncovering must be effected in that short space | 
of time. Perhaps the simplest pattern of a 
single lantern with a slide-changing apparatus 
is that known as the metamorphoses, which has 
two separate slide holders one above the other. 
Either of these can be brought opposite the 
condensers slowly or quickly by moving a lever, 
and by using the double-sliding carrier in one 
and leaving the other open for the introduction 
of a framed slide; the operator can be sure of no 
serious mishap as far as the changing of the 
slide is concerned. The beginner should steadily 
resist the temptation to purchase any of the 
many appliances by which one lantern can be 
made to do the work of two, or which will pro- 
duce some marvellous effect quite different from 
anything else previously shown until he has 
secured independcnt advice upon the subject. 
It is well known that the best exhibitors use 
the most simple apparatus, their efforts being | 
to dispense with everyshing about a lantern that 
can possibly be done without, and not how much 
machinery can be crowded into it. 

Oils and Oil Lamps for the 
Lantern.—VI. 

By W. H. Haruison. 

Tue series of articles on the above subject, 
coming to a conclusion to-day, has been written 
in the hope that the facts brought together 
therein may be useful to inventors who seek to 
improve the efficiency of the magic lantern. On 
the present occasion the intention is to sum- 
marise some of the leading points in what has 
already been written, and to amplify the par- 
ticulars where such amplification may be useful. 

As regards the tendency of some petroleums 
to smell more when burnivg than do others, 
after proper care has been taken in keeping the 
outsides and insides of the lamps clean, Ameri- 
can petroleum has lad an advantage over that 
from the Black Sea, as already mentioned, one 
effect of which has been that in trade competi- 
tion, the American oil has been able to command 
a slightly higher price. During the past sum- 
mer, however, according to the Fournal des Mines, 
the proprietors of the Baku petroleum springs 
have begun to put on the market a better-refined 

oil, said to be inoffensive in the matter of smell, 
and they have given to it a reddish tinge to 
differentiate it from the ordinary supply. Pre- 
viously it has been pointed out that some petro- 
leums from oil-producing regions of small extent 
are said to have pleasant aromatic smells, and it 
may now be added that the Sumatra oil is said 
to have no smell at all. 

Taking a bird’s-eye view of the petroleum 
supplies of the world. there are three excessively 
large ones, namely, the North American, the 
Black Sea, and the Sumatra supplies. The latter 
is a comparatively new one, and English and 
Dutch companies have obtained concessions en- 
abling them to work an area 320 square miles in 
extent. The Dutch company alone has as yet 
set to work, and expects to produce 2,000 tons 
daily by the end of this year. It hopes at the 
outset to drive the Russian and American petro- 
leum trade from Singapore, which consumes 
about 38,000 tons per month. According to The 
Board of Trade Jowrnal, the Java-Bode announces 
that Mr. Leyden, of the firm of Messrs. Rath- 
kamp & Co., Batavia, has made a chemical and 
physical analysis of the Sumatra (Langkat) oil, 
and that he has reported that it is colourless, 
quite neutral and without offensive smell, mounts 
quicker in the wick than any other oil, and that 
with equal consumption it gives more light than 
either the American or Russian oil. His photo- 
metric trial for the same time of burning and 
quantity of oil gave the following results :— 
Russian, 97; American, 100; Langkat, 109. A 
peculiarity of the Langkat wells is that they are 
close to the sea and toa fine harbour, so the oil 
can be shipped at little expense. The Sumatran 
petroleum industry has begun to exercise 
a strong influence in the southern hemisphere. 

Petroleum has a tendency to get cheaper, the 
supplies being so abundant that the chief ex- 
penses are those of transit, storage and refine- 
ment; indeed, there are experts who think that 
in course of time it will be selling in this country 
at farthings instead of pence per gallon. Asa 
solitary example of the abundance of the supply, 
it may be mentioned that on March 1st last Mr. 
P. Stevens, the British Consul at Batoum, re- 
ported to the Foreign Oftice that a new oil well 
has recently began to flow at Baku at a rate 
which considerably exceeds the daily output of 
all the largest wells which have hitherto been in 
activity in the Aspheron Peninsula. It is esti- 
mated that it is delivering about 18,000 tons of 
crude oil per day, and asa flow of this magnitude 
cannot yet be got under control, the oil is running 
to waste into an adjoining lake known by the 
name of Romani. 

The Scotch supply of paraffin oil is relatively 
small, but interesting, as being so near home, 
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Price: ROBERT H.GLARK’ 
*“ SPECIAL’? LANTERN 

To burn Paraffin or any Mineral Oil, 

| Or Lime-Light can be added without alteration to Lantern 

The “Special” Lantern has a japanned body with dome 
shape top, spring slide holder, japanned sliding tubes with 
brass O.G, It has a 4-in. plano, convex compound con- 
denser, and double combination achromatic front lens, with 
rack and pinion adjustment. 

Price complete with 2 (13-in.) wick Lamp, ore 
(2 ” %” ” -in. ) ” ” 

” ” » 4 (idin.) » 23/6 
” ” ” 4 (2-in.) ” oe) 25/- 

ROBERT H. CLARK’S 

IRON LANTERN 
Socicty, (Harl Compton, President.) 

NEW RUSSIAN 
As supplied to the “Si.ver Star” 

PRICE, 7Os. For full description see Catalogue. 

The following important Testimonial has been received from the Hon. Sec. to the ‘‘ Silver Star ’’ Society :— 

“My Dzar Srr.—After having used your Lanterns at over 300 lectures in all parts of London and the Subuebs, and various country towns 

and villages, it gives me much pleasure to say, that they have given us the greatest possible satisfaction. Yours faithfully, WALTER S. RoBBINS. 

CHROMO-LITHO. SLIDES, SPLENDIDLY COLOURED. 
Each Set contains 12 Slides (3} by 34) and is packed in neat box. 

Price 4s. per set, 3 sets for lls, 9d. 6 sets for 23s. 
Life of Christ. 2 Sets John Gilpin Bingen on the Rhine 
Parable of the Prodigal Son Dick Whittington Precocious Piggies 
The Pilgrim’s Progress Mother Hubbard ‘The Pilot’s Story 
The Oalculating Cobbler Pompey’s Joys and Sorrows Jacky Marlinspike 
Overland Route to India, 2 Sets Jackdaw of Rheims The Educated Cats 
The Emigrant’s Voyage Robinson Crusoe, 2 Sets House that Jack Built 
The Arctic Expedition Jack and the Beanstalk Ali Bata 
Continental Views Aladdin or the Wonderful Lamp Punch aud Judy 
Views of London, 2 Secs 2 Sets Poor Jerimi 
Natural History, 2 Sets Sinbad the Sailor Ourfew must not ring tu night 
Natural Phenomena, 2 Sets Cinderella, 2 Sets Bob the Fireman 
Fun's Edition of the Poets Jack the Giant Killer Dogsand Monks of St. Bernard 
Red Riding Hood Gulliver’s Travels Life in the Arctic Region 
Elephant’s Revenge Life of Joseph Canadian Life 
Tiger and Tub Views of Palestine Old London and Our Ancestors 
Swiss Family Robinson Nellie’s Prayer Life on Board an Ocean Palace 
Reuben Davidger Cash Three (‘Temperance) Life in the Soudan 
Mischievous ‘lommy Reynard the Fox Celebrated Places of the World 
History of a Ohicken The Arctic Circle Pictures from the New Testa- 
Comic Characters Western Pioneers and Indian ment 
Paul and Virginia Warfare Romeo and Juliet 
Pictures from the Old ‘Testament Life in Africa Life with the Colours 
Blue Beard Santa Claus . Victoria Cross Heroes 

A copy of the reading free with each set of Slides, 

Lecture Books containing readings for the Chromo-Litho. Slides, 1/1 

12 sets for 45s. 
Lifeboat Heroes 
Utopia 
Boece’ s Noad to Ruin 
On the Brink: a Tale of Monte 

Carlo 
Chinese Life ~ 
Szenes from Pickwick, &c. 
Puss in Boots 
The Dwarf Longnose 
The Caliph Stork 
Little Muck: or The Wonderful 

Shoes 
The Phantom Ship 
Effect Slides, 3 Sets 
Settler’s Life amongst Indians 
Adventures with Wild Beasts 
Discovery of America by Colum- 

bus 
How Cis:ie saved her Father 

(Temperance) 
The Villaye Blacksmith 
Beauty and the Beast 

Post free 1/2. 

Special Sets of 12 Chromo-Litho. Slides, Celebrated American Views, ete. price 3;- per set, or 4 sets 11/- 
Miscellaneous Subjects, price 2/6 per set, or 4 sets for 9/6. 

New Sets of 48 Slides, illustrating the Life of Frederick the Great and the Emperor William, I. 
Price 11/- per Set, or the two sets 20/- 

Full size Changing Comic Slipping Slides in mahogany frames, 6'6 per dozen. 

Lever Action Slides from 1/6 each. Raekwork (including Chromatropes 2'6 each. 

Best quality Double Motion Interchangeable Chromatropes price 4/3. Extra Dises from 6d. per pair. 

A SPLENDID COLLECTION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDES, Plain, 6d. Hand-painted, 1;- 
This Series includes —Bible Pictures, Temperance stories, Humorous Sets, Scenery, Portraits, Statuary, Hymns, «ec, 

THE NEW CHICAGO EXHIBITION SETS ON SALE OR HIRE. 

Second quality, Is. Post Free 8d, extra, 
price 2s.6d. Carriage paid 3s. 

Slides from Sd. per doz. 

The New Lightning" double Carrier Frames, best quality, 1s. 3d. 
Lecturers Reading Lamp with Flash Shutter, shewing Red Light Signal, 

Small Magic Lanterns to burn Mineral (Paraffin) Oil, from 1s. 

New and Enlarged Catalogue, with many reductions in price, gratis & post free, on application to— 

ROBERT H. CLARK ,Wholesale Optician, Royston, Herts, 
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BROMIDE 
PAPER SEASON. 

Dealers should now lay in a large stock of the best Bromide Papers—they are— 
EASTMAN’S “PERMANENT” and “EXTRA RAPID.” A little later on in the 
season we shall be urged to fill orders in a hurry, that might just as well have been 
filled in the ordinary course, thus enabling dealers to meet the demand at once. 

The demand for Eastman’s Bromide Papers increases from year to year, and the 

output from the Eastman Factories is now, without doubt, double that of any two 

other manufacturers combined. As to facilities for manufacturing Bromide Paper, to 
meet the expected coming demand, they are, in the combined Eastman factories, including 
new factories finished in 1893, more than double the facilities possessed by any two 
manufacturers combined. 

Not a long time ago, Eastman’s Papers, with many other of the best makes of 
photographic papers, including platinum, were all put in a sealed bottle with a sponge 
filled with water, and sulphuretted hydrogen was passed into it for ninedays. Mr. Herbert 
Starnes, who made this famous test, wrote to Zhe British Journal of Photography as follows: 

“And now, to conclude, I must say that I was thoroughly staggered with the Eastman 
Paper prints. When we think that they had been subjected for nine days to a humid atmosphere 
of sulphuretted hydrogen, which practically destroyed the albumen prints, yellowed the whites 
of the platinum prints, and changed the bromide and others as you see, I am sure that you will 

agree with me that the colour of the image on the Eastman Paper has actually improved, without 
any loss of density, and the whites have not yellowed. These two latter points are most surprising. 
Some or Monckhoven’s ‘enamelled double transfer paper’ was tested at the same time, and had 
yellowed slightly. 

“I feel convinced that there is some secret in the preparation of the Eastman Paper that 
vives it a permanence which I for one cannot obtain with bromides of silver alone, to say nothing 
of the beautiful rich black image so characteristic of an untouched Eastman print. I need 
hardly say that I have no interest whatever in any of these processes. I simply show you 
these results of my experiments and leave you to judge for yourselves.” 

Eastman’s celebrated Bromide Papers are the only safe papers for the future. 

Photographic Materials Co. Ltd. 

EASTMA N 115=117 Oxford Street, 
LONDON, w. 

FRANCE (4 Place Vendome, Paris. 5 

Place Grimaldi, Nice. 

ROCHESTER, N.Y., U.S.A., 
Eastman Kodak Company. 
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and for possessing such a high quality that it is 
used for lighthouse illumination. It is distilled 
from shales, and is refined by elaborate processes, 
so is not obtained easily from its source. The 
shares of most of the companies interested in its 
production have for some time past been declin- 
ing in value; they are held almost entirely in 
Scotland, and chiefly by small shareholders. 

Peru possesses vast stores of petroleum not 
much worked. Altogether, there is not much 
fear of the supply of petroleum for magic lanterns 
running short. A more important circumstance 
is that householders need not trouble about coal 
wars if they exert themselves to use petroleum 
for heating purposes as much as possible, and to 
use coal only in rooms where a fire in an open 
grate is desired for the sake of its cheerful 
appearance. The great obstacle to the increased 
use of petroleum for household purposes is the 
prejudice of uneducated persons who do not 
know how to burn it properly, so complain of its 
“smell,” not knowing that the effluvium comes 
from their own ignorance. Petroleum is the 
economical fuel of the future, and the abolisher 
of the smoke nuisance from household chimneys. 

Turning now to another phase of the subject, 
concentric petroleum argand flames will, in my 
Opinion, in due time supersede the present 
three-wick flames, because they give a more 
even illumination of the screen, and in their 
best form more light, but above all because they 
permit the use of a properly placed and curved 
reflector with advantage. Reflectors are of 
doubtful, if of any, advantage with the straight 
three-wick lamps, but with a concentrated 
cylindrical flame will be of the greatest value. 
Three-ring concentric flames have been recom- 
mended as the best, but burners for them will 
prove much more expensive than two-ring 
burners, and more troublesome to use; light- 
house men like the two-ring burners better than 
the three-ring; they are simple, useful and 
serviceable, but any enthusiast in lantern work 
will prefer the three-ring, despite its extra cost. 
For popular lantern displays, in which great 
sharpness of image is less desirable than abund- 
ance of light upon the screen, the Trinity 
House two-ring burner gives a smaller flame 
than can be used in the lantern with advantage; . 
therefore if two-ring burners should come into 
use they may preferably be made larger in 
diameter than the Trinity House pattern, so as 
to burn more air and oil, and yield more light. 
Probably the Trinity House three-ring burner 
cannot have its diameter increased with advan- 
tage, the flame already perhaps being as large 
as can be used, without too much sacrifice of 
definition. The trumpet-shaped chimney of the 
Trinity House burners will prove specially 

advantageous, as they permit a reflector to 
come closer to the flame than is possible when 
ordinary parafiia lamp glasses are used. What 
is wanted is a small reflector, as close as possi- 
ble to the flame, yet collecting and throwing 
back through the flame a wide angle of light ; 
this will be found not alone to greatly increase 
the illumination of the screen, but to also con- 
siderably increase the heating of the condenser, 
an effect which will have to be mitigated by 
inventions in other directions, and not by going 
without the extra light. 

Jn course of time, in my opinion, double con- 
densers will become obsolete, in the case of any 
purchaser possessing sufficient intelligence to 
know what he is buying, in which class may be 
included nearly everyone in the photographic 
world. If a man can buy a condenser collect- 
ing an angle of ninety degrees of light from a 
radiant, he cannot have much intelligence 
should he buy a condenser collecting only sixty 
degrees, which means practically the losing, 
say, of half the available amount of light 
actually in the lantern, and which the inferior 

| double condenser prevents reaching the screen. 
What is the use of producing a certain amount 
of light in a lantern, and then throwing half of 
it away? If advertisements in the journals be 
watched, it will be seen that triple condensers 
are gradually creeping into use; what is not 
yet stated in those advertisements is whether 
they are made of colourless glass, with no green, 
blue, yellow, or other tinge, like some | have 
seen of continental manufacture. Also I think 
that even at the outset we should not be limited 
to one size of triple condensers, but that rising 
by half-inches they should now vary from four 
to five and a half inches in diameter. This 
class of condenser is likely to prove extra useful 
in photographic enlarging, so that either the 
exposures may be shortened, or with the same 
exposure increased sharpness of enlargement be 
obtained by the use of a smaller diaphragme. 
To get colourless glass, pressure should be 
brought by dealers to bear upon the manufac- 
turers to make the glass of materials free from 
the presence of soda and of oxide of iron. A 
potash glass is necessary. 

The last opinion to be expressed is, that 
before long no experienced person will buy a 
lantern with a large tin cone fixed to its front, 
to carry the projection combination. This cone 
is in the way, and prevents the use of the 
lantern for many scientific purposes. The tin- 
cone lanterns and their double condensers will 
in time probably sink more into the rank of 
toy lanterns, but the use of the lantern is now 
so extending in all directions, that their sale 
may perhaps not be less large than at present. 
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There is a want of improved oil lanterns for use 
in private homes rather than for public exhibi- 
tion purposes, for most of us perhaps know 
individuals who will use none but the oil light at 
home, and who are aware that there is plenty of 
room for improvement in the lamps and optical 
systems at present connected therewith. 

Experiments for the Domestic 

Circle. 

By L. 

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger. 

1, Draw a landscape with Indian ink, and : 
paint the foliage of vegetables with muriate of 
cobalt, and some of the flowers with acetate of | 
cobalt and others with muriate of copper. 
While this picture is cold it will appear to be 
merely an outline of a landscape or winter scene, 
but when gently warmed the trees and flowers 
will be displayed in their natural colours which : 
they will preserve only while they continue 
warm. This may often be repeated. 

2. Write upon paper with a diluted solution 
of muriate of copper ; when dry it will not be 
visible, but on being warmed, the writing will 
become a beautiful yellow. 

3. Into a large glass jar, inverted upon a flat 
- brick tile and containing near its top a branch 
of fresh rosemary, or any other such sbrub, 
moistened with water, introduce a piece of flat 
heated iron, on which place some gum benzoin 
in gross powder, the benzoic acid in consequence 
of the heat will be separated and ascend in 
white fumes which will at length condense and | 
form a most beautiful appearance upon the 
leaves of the vegetables. This will serve as an 
example of sublimation. 

4. Mixa little acetate of lead with an equal 
portion of sulphate of zinc both in fine powder ; 
stir them together with a piece of glass or wood 
and no chemical stain will ke perceptible ; but 
if they be rubbed together in a mortar the two 
solids will operate upon each other and intimate 
union will take place and a fluid will be pro- 
duced. If alum or Glauber salt be used instead 
of sulphate of zinc the experiments will be 
equally successful. 

5. Put alittle fresh calcined magnesia in a 
teacup upon the hearth and suddenly pour over 
it as much concentrated sulphuric acid as will 
cover the magnesia. In an instant sparks will 
be thrown out, and the mixture will be 
completely ignited. 

Editorial Table. 

BoTaNicaL SLipESs.--A few botanical slides have been 
received from Messrs. Geo. Phillip & Son, 32, Fleet- 
street, E.C. These are photographed with a dark back- 
ground, and are artistically coloured, and are in every 
way suited to impart valuable information to pupils, 
especially in winter, when specimens are not procurable. 

TEMPFERANCE Supsrcts.--As usual at this time of 
year, the Band of Hope Union, 60, Old Bailey, E.C., are 
issuing new sets of slides. A capital set, entitled ‘‘ Ab- 
stinence and Hard Work," is now ready. This set con- 

. sists of 12 slides, made from paintings by Mr. J. F. 
Weedon, and are beautifully rendered. We append a 

sketch made from one of the slides, showing a represen- 
j tation of the work of narrowing the gauge of the Great 

Western Railway from Exeter to Truro and branches 
(over 200 miles), accomplished by 5,000 men in 31 hours, 

_ Without alcohol; oatmeal and water being the only drink 
provided. 

ScRIPTURE SxLipES.--Mr. Christie, 129, West-street, 
Sheffield, has forwarded slides relating to the nativity 
and childhood of Christ. The slides consist alternately 
of passages from Scripture, and pictures illustrating 
same, The set comprises 28 slides. Many other sub- 
jects are treated in a similar manner. 

CatTaLoGusg.--Each year the catalogue of Mr. R, H. 
Clark, of Royston, gets thicker and thicker, that just 
received containing 130 pages. Lanterns, fittings, and 
slides are described at prices so moderate, that it is 
astounding that they can be produced for the amounts 
quoted. 

Stipes (GENERAL ViEws).—Some fine slides have 
been sent to us by Mr. W. D. McLellan, of 36, St. Paul’s- 
road, Cauoubury, N. These are rich in tone, of great 
vigour, and very clear. The transparencies are made on 
gelatine plates, but is a difficult matter to say, when 
viewing them, whether they are made on collodian plates 
or not. 

Sers or Sxiipes.—A neat and effective way is | 
adopted by the Onward Optical Co., 126, Portland Street, 
Manchester, for enabling intending purchasers to . 
inspect their slides. They mount a print from each 
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G. W. WILSON & Co., LTD. 
Will be glad to send post free on receipt of address, their Lantern 

Slide Catalogue. 

THE NEW SETS JUST ISSUED, 
or in active preparation, comprise amongst others :— 

THE THELEMARKEN ROUTE,NORWAY | THE Sear meena OF ENGLAND 
7 | complete, new set) 

THROUGH THE BERNESE OSERLAND | 1. gwar STUDIES 

THE CITIES OF SUNNY ITALY WILD ANIMALS FROM LIFE 

THE ITALIAN LAKES MADEIRA AND THE CANARY ISLANDS 
GENOA AND PISA TO MALTA AND | GLIMPSES OF OLD ROME 

SICILY ILLUSTRATIONS TO BURNS' POEMS 
MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS HISTORICAL PORTRAITS 

AND MANY HUNDRED NEW MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS. 

9, ST. SWITHIN STREET, ABERDEEN, SCOTLAND. 

- Allendale! Allendale! Allendale! 
(PATENT APPLIED FOR.) 

The LANTERN NOVELTY for 1893. 
Many improvements have been introduced during the 
last few weeks. 

The smallest, yet most complete apparatus ever made. 
The entire apparatus regulated by one lever, which works 
the double slide Holder, and also the dissolving screen. 
A powerful blow through jet with every required motion 

nt ee at | works underneath the Lantern. No loose parts whatever. 
ut ut in “tt } An ordinary camera tripod is sufficient support. Sar 

ialoaa a 

‘HOW BILL ADAMS ’' Won the Battle of Waterloo. 
13 Copyright Slides. 

Still the MOST COMIC and POPULAR SERIES. 

THE PATENT FLYING CARRIER. 
Without doubt the smallest, most compact, and, above all, the 
most rapid Carrier ever made. A simple dissolving effect 
and easy method of changing the slides. Used by all the 
principal lanternists throughout the country. An entirely new 
motion. To be obtained from all Dealers. 

The Trade only supplied by the Patentees. 

Telegraphic Address: 

“LEVIATHAN,’ LONDON. 
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negative in folios or albums, one of which has been 
sent for our inspection. The folios contain many sets, 
mostly from life models, but now and then a slide had to 
be made from drawing by Mr. F. F. Weeks to complete 
the set. The sets include Daisy's Influence (21 slides) ; 
Eva's Kiss (10); Little Flo (7) ; Netta's Rabbit (14) ; and 
several others. The figures of the life models are well 
arranged. 

ir Norris Lantery Puates.—Mr. W.Tylar(Birming- 
ham) is wholesale agent for these plates, which are made 
by the Birmingham Dry Collodio Plate and Film Com- 
pany. The plates are found to be certain and free 
from grain. A great advantage is that they may be 
finished off in a few minutes, as they can be dried over 
a lamp. They give fine tones of great delicacy. With 
these there is no fear of the slides deteriorating by being 
kept in position in the lantern for any length of time. 
Development on the screen can be shown with these 
slides as the film remains uninjured by the heat from 
the illuminant. Care must, however, be taken to provide 
a tank for the purpose supplied, with yellow glass in 
the side next the condensers. 

:0:—— 

Correspondence. 

TINTED-GLASS SCREENS FOR THEATRICAL 
EFFECTS. 

(To the Editor.) 
Sir,—It may interest those of your readers who have 

to provide parochial entertainment to know how to 
produce the coloured-changing lights for the illumination 
of tableaux, etc., such as are used in theatres, but without 
special apparatus beyond the lanternist kit. TI have 
succeeded in doing this with an ordinary lantern, and 
with home-made screens. I first tried coloured glasses 
purchased at a glazier’s, but I found the colours were so 
dense that they occasioned a serious loss of light. I then 
took some ordinary sensitized lantern plates, fixed them 
in hypo and washed them thoroughly. I then 
had glasses with a thin coating of gelatine over them, 
perfectly transparent; the gelatine film whilst still wet 
from the washing were tinted with ordinary penny dyes 
purchased at a chemists. The dyes were dissolved in a 
little methylated spirit, a sufficient quantity of the 
alcoholic solution was mixed with water, and poured into | 
a tea saucer. In solutions thus prepared the glasses ; 
were immersed until they acquired the desired tints, 
when they were lightly washed and set up to dry; when 
dry they were mounted like an ordinary slide with a rec- 
tangular mat. These were slipped into a lightning- 
carrier, and used as an ordinary lantern-slide would be, 
in a lantern furnished with a short focus lens. 
The lantern having been previously set up at the requisite 

: since acknowledged this to be correct.” 

' the invention of the fans used in dissolving.” 
_ certainly protest against this as I have not used the word 

evidence that it was issued in 1832: the others were a 
few years later in date. In all of them the inventor of 
dissolving views was described as ‘“ Mr. Henry Childe.” 
Weuld someone kindly make attested copies, between 
‘‘ quotation marks,” of the portions of those bills relating 
to Mr. Childe and his invention, also the dates and places 
and copies of the imprints where such exist? The facts 
recorded will then pass into authenticated history. Mr. 
Wood and others have named earlier dates, but only 
mentioned the year, and not the place or the day of the 
month of the exhibitions. If they will supply the latter 
items they will enable me, when I get the leisure, to 
search up old local newspapers of the dates and places 
mentioned, and thus older dates of publication than those 
in the playbills may perhaps be found. Some time or 
other I will also look up old local newspapers of the datés 
mentioned in the playbills, thus perhaps obtaining 
additional historical information on the subject. 

W. H. HARRISON. 

(Yo the Editor.) 
Stz,—In your issue for September, a Correspondent, 

still signing his contributions ‘ Suum Curqve,” although 
invited by Mr. Harrison, Mr. Howard, and myself to give 
his name, appears with a magazine article, an illustration, 
some bills, and some extracts from my former letters, 
all for the purpose of demolishing the information I have 
communicated through your columns on the subject of 
the “Invention of Dissolsing Views.” With regard to 
the quotations from my letters, he is singularly unfor- 
tunate, as he is in error in both cases. No. 1.—He 
says ‘that special artists were employed to execute the 
designs for the Polytechnic pictures and that I have 

If he will 
kindly refer he will find my words to be.‘ that at times 
the designs were prepared by artists other than Mr. 
Hill.” This is totally different to the rendering he 
would ask us to accept. Error No. 2.—He states “' that 
I have for the last three months claimed for Mr. Hill 

I must 

fans in this connection, the dissolver having no fans but 
being composed of sliding plates as stated by Professor 
Pepper in-his work on *' Light” and which corroborates 
my contention. Mr. Trevor called: attention nbout two 
months ago to the fact that Mr. Baker inan article in the 
LaytERN JournaL, March, 1892, gave the date of the 
invention of Dissolving Views as 1846, but although re- 
quested to reiterate his statement he has remainad 
silent. Mr. Baker savs “ Dissolving views date back to 
the year 1846, when Mr. Childe, the artist, introduced 
them, after having been at work for five years, expending 
much time and money in experiments." This is a clear 

_ and definite statement. 

distance to cover the group, coloured lights can thus be - 
thrown and instantly changed. 

Yours truly, 
W. MILES BARNES. 

WHO INVENTED DISSOLVING VIEWS? 
(To the Editor.) 

Srr,—In relation to the interesting information which 
has been elicited in the discussion on the above subject, 
a reminder may be given that all claims to priority of 
invention or discovery have to be based upon priority of 
publication, and not upon the testimony of friends. The 
earliest act of publication is what is wanted. So far, the 
earliest evidence in this matter on which a claim to 
priority can be based in the scientific world is in the old 
playbills which I saw in your office. The earliest one 
was undated, but, I was informed. contained internal 

| explanation. 

The question is “ Who invented dissolving views?" 
my answer being that they were the joint invention of 
Messrs. Childe and Hill, each being responsible for a 
well-defined portion of the invention; and one correspon- 
Gent at least has fully grasped the meaning of my 

I am referring to the letter of Mr. 
Howard, in which he at the close of his remarks exactly 
defines the position I have taken up. His words are as 
follows:—‘‘ This gives the idea that Mr. Hills’ 
suggestion introduced an improvement on a principle 
used by Mr. Childe, and Dissolving Views as we 
have them were introduced. Granted all this, it would 
appear that Dissolving Views, as we understaud them 
nowadays, were introduced about 1846 by the firm of 
Childe and Hill, mainly owing to the suggestions of 
Mr. Hill, whe having scen the old style of dissolving or 
fading off of the pictures of Mr. Childe gave to the world 
what we now understand as Dissolving Views, but that 
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the idea was the outcome of a method used many years 
previously by Mr. Childe. The whole backbone of 
“Suum Curgue’s"' contention is that Mr. Childe in- 
vented Dissolving Views (which were perfect) in 1811. 
As to this question I would point out that Sir David 
Brewster in his celebrated “ Letters on Natural Magic,” 
published in 1833, describes the various effects to be pro- 
duced by lanterns, but makes no mention of Dissolving 
Views. Now I ask you simply, as a matter of probability, 
would a man occupying a high position in the scientific 
world have been ignorant of the fact of the existence of 
this invention if it was at that time an accomplished 
fact? The idea cannot be entertained for a moment. 

From 1811 to 1839, which latter is the only date on 
“Suum Curgue’s" bi'ls in which the words Dissolving 
Views appear there is an absolute vacuum. He does not 
attempt to explain how it is that Dissolving Views were 
exhibited during these twenty-eight years, and that no 
record exists or mention is made in scientific books of 
their existence. | No book that I have ever read and no 
man with whom I have spoken has ever put forward such 
a suggestion as this. Itis untenable. Mr. Childe’s 
methods previous to about 1840 have been described. 
It will no doubt be in the memory of some of your 
readers that the late Royal Polytechnic Institution was 
opened in 1838. It then consisted of the Great Hall 
and the Small Theatre. In 1840 the Large Theatre 
was built by a private gentleman (Mr. Mounteney 
Nurse), who generously allowed the Institution to 
acquire it on easy terms. For about four years pictures 
by the late Charles Smith and Mr. Clare, together with 
astronomical diagrams and chromotropes, were exhibited 
by means of the double lantern, illustrated in the 
Magazine of Science, under the superintendence of Dr. 
Bachhoffner, the first scientific lecturer at the Polytech- 
nic, and who invented the word ‘‘ chromotrope,"’ which 
he applied to Mr. Childe’s coloured revolving designs. 
In 1845 Mr. Hill, who was in business with Mr. Childe, 
invented the sliding plate dissolver, the ideas of Messrs. 
Childe and Hill were adopted by the directors of the 
Polytechnic, and Mr. Collins, an instrument maker who 
had a sta]] in the Institution, was commissioned to build 
six large lanterns, with condensers of 10 inches diameter. 
four of which were fixed in a frame, and presented the 
fol!owing appeirance : 

. periodical had never seen before. 

The whole result was exhibited at the Polytechnic in 
1846, as I have before stated, and the diagram, Fig. 1, is 
from a sketch made by myself in the Optical Room at 
the Polytechnic. A short time previous to the sale of 
the Polytechnic stock I purchased two of these six lan- 
terns, and enclose two photographs of one of them, the 
first, Fig. 2, representing the three-quarters front view, 
and the other the three-quarters back view, with the iron 
body removed in order to render the working parts visible 

asin Fig. 3. I must explain thatthe small lens close to 
the jet was not added until several years afterwards, and 
that the whole lens arrangement resembles a triple con- 
denser to the great improvement of the light. It will be 
seen that the object lenses are much larger than those 
illustrated in the Vaguzine of Science, as the tentative 
lanterns of 1848, which were just half the size. On this 
account large lenses were introduced between the views 
and the objectives in order to bring the wholz of the rays 
passing through the picture within the diameter of the 

Fig. 3. 

object lenses. It will be observed, too, in the September 
illustration, the lantern fronts are placed close together, 
so that it would be impossible to introduce eftects, the 
whole movements of which occupied aspace greater than 
the ordinary pictures. The stages, too, being closed at 
the top, no up-and-down movement, such as the snow- 
storm (on glass) mentioned in the article, could possibly 
have been introduced. The writer in the Magazine of 
Science speaks of dissolving views as something entirely 
new, something that the representative of a scientific 

This, please bear in 
mind, was in 1843, but mark that ‘‘Suum CuIQue,” who 
brings forward this article as the main support of his 
contention, asks us to believe that dissolving views wore 
invented and exhibited iu 1811. This, to my mind, cannot 

| be regarded as either lucid or logical. He tells us in his 
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YORK’'S 

OPTICAL LANTERN SLIDES 
FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, 

Embracing every branch of Science, as well as INTERESTING and MORAL TALES. 
Many of the latter are Illustrated from Life. 

SOME OF OUR NEW SETS, 1893-94.—Chicago Exhibition. Chicago City, Stock- 
holm, Canary and Madeira, Vienna, Christiania, Ceylon, London to Greece, 
Athens and the Pirzeus, Cities of North Italy. 

LIFE MODEL SETS.—Musical Box, Suit of Black, Dotheboys Hall, The Haunted 
Smithy, Death of Paul Dombey. 

COMIC SETS.—Faithless Nelly Gray, Fidgetty Phillip, Catastrophe, Slipping Slides 
Adventures of Mr. Snapshot, etc., etc. 

THIRTEEN MEDALS AWARDED FOR EXCELLENCE. 

Lists for ensuing Scason now ready, and nury be had from all the leading Opticians, Photo Dealers and Chemists. 

Wholesale Prices on Application. 

YORK & SON, 67, Lancaster Road, Notting Hill, 
LONDON, W. 

Wholesale, Retail and Export. 
Lanternists should get their Limehght Jets and 

Accessories direct from the Makers. 
Our 10/- Satety Blow-through Jet is the most reliable and 

pertect made, weil finished, special attention being paid to @ 
the cutting of the cog-wheels and lime turner to ensure 
freedom in working. ives a superb light. 

A very reliable Safety Blow-through, well finished, with 
lime raiser and turner, but not cog-wheels, 7/6. H igh-pres- 
sure Jet for mixed gases, 12/6, : : Special High-pressure Chamber Jet. with safety packing in chamber, producing perfect admixture of vases and 
pertection in light. With cog-wheeladjustm ent complete, 15/-. | Our Sixway Star Digsolver, 13/6. 
DAWKINS & CO., Limelight Apparatus Manufacturers, éc.. Speedwell Works, Warstone Parade. BIRMINGHAM. 
i 

CHEMICAL TANK. 

For scientific experi- 
ments in the lantern; 

i|| made in glass and india- 
4 rubber: not affected by 

i’ chemicals; mounted in 
ul,| mahogany frames. Spe- 

cial large tank to take 
plate for showing devel- 
opment, &c., onscreen, 

Sent Carriage Paid to any part. 

||| 

W. BUTCHER & SON’S CHALLENCE LIMES. Best Selected Thin Glass and Gummced Binders. Best Manufactured and Specially Selected. MAKES THE NEATES! SLIDE POSSIBLE, Per dozen, in Tins we sis Soft, 1s.6d. Hard, 2s. |! Price 1s. per Box of 12, Post Free, 1s.3d. _ 

LIME CYLINDER HOLDER. ~2ERIMUS” SHPER’ SPOT BINDING STRIPS 
ie Se FOR LANTERN SLIDES. 

Price is. Post Free, 1s; 3d. 
AIR-TIGHT, FOR HOLDING sIx Limes. 

COVER GLASSES. Special Line. | , 
a eens {s. per box. Post Free, 4s. 2d. To bind 100 Slides. 

8s. per gross, 9d. per sample dozen. Post Free, ls. Soie Mauufacturers and Proprietors :— 

W. BUTCHER & SON, PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL DEALERS, BLACKHEATH, LONDON, $.E, 
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DUPLEX REGULATOR 
PERFECT FOR DISSOLVING. 

SSIS 
ee a 

OXYG CYLINDERS 
Speciality from ALL SIZES IN STOCK. 

CHLORATE OF POTASH. Valves and Fittings, 
Patentee of the Bourdon Safety Gauge. Patentee of the Bourdon Safety Gauge. 

CYLINDERS FILZBED WHILE CUSTOMER WATTS. 

Manufacturer—A. CLARKSON, 
28, BARTLETT’S BUILDINGS, HOLBORN CIRCUS, LONDON. 

The Onward Optical Lantern Depot, 
124 & 126, PORTLAND STREET, MANCHESTER. 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. TRADE ENQUIRIES SOLICITED. 
OUR NEW SETS for 1893-4. PLAIN, is.; COLOURED, 1s. Sd. per Slide. 

Every Temgerance Worker who uses the Lantern | Temperance Sets fron Drawings by F. F, Weekes, &c. :— 
should see these Sets. 1 The Child—what will he become +e we ee 10 Blides. 

Temperance Sets From Life Molels :— | A Wholesome Meal .. a  : ) 
Daisy's Influence (Story ot Service of Song) .. «. Ql slides. ; The Same Old Serpent . aa Bid ats fer OR 
Netta’s Rabbit .. eer 26 a rae ne Wy Tim’s First Speech (Humorou3) _ .. ae Ss we JB ys 

Littlo Nan wed. “de ie? ee “) lL) 1) yw | Mastrated Tewperance Songs from Life Models :— 
Poor Bob’s Prayer Se fia ae es oa ws AZ yy FE No One Cares for Me .. is a at oe a cae 
Eva's Kiss (aot Temperanc2).. a a ie ss 10 ys Father, Won’t You Try ? eta aa ae os io BF 
Little Flo.. .. -. 26 bss oe, Ea | Father's a Druokard .. 3, 

Slides Coloured by our own Artists on reasonable term :. All other Maker's Slides kept in Stock. 
Clergymen, Schools and Philanthropic Societies specially catered for. Slides loaned from 1s. per doz. to 5s. per 100. 

Lanterns of every Description. Oxygen and Hydrogen Gas in Cylinders always in Stock. 
ALL REQUISITES FOR LANTERNISTS. LIS) POST FREE. 

OPTICAL LANTERNS & LIMELIGHT APPARATUS 
INSTANTO-COMBINATION JET (Patent applied for) 16s. 

This jet can be instantly used as a Safety, or High Pressure jet, by turning a 
small lever It is fitted with ccg-wheel motion, for raising and lowering Limes 

Lever Taps, &c., and is of firat class finieh. 
List of particulars free. ~ — Kept by all Dealers. 

Optical Lanterns of every dcscription, complete and in parts. 

E.H. KLOOT, 18, Aldgate Avenue, London, E.C. 
a SS SS 

2 A DONKEY r 
And bec ee ager apparatus when you can have LAWSON PATENT SATURATOR AND 

BAMBOO TRIPOD STANDS, rigid. elegant, and portable, 

weighing from 14 928, prices from 3s. 6d. ; folding do., from 5s. ; sliding LIMELIGHT 

do., from 12s. Bamboo Stands for flash lights, signalling lanterns, 7 

screen elevators, cc. Bambco Studious for lawns or elsewhere, very 

portable. Cheney’s Lanternist’s Equipment for garden parties, fétes, &c. Direct from Patentee. Price 50/- 

Cameras, Lenses, Tripods, and every description of photographic and 

lantern requisites, supplied at the lowest possible prices. Ask your W LAW SON 

dealer for ot Be te ee tte wit bechenhnan, o) ,) 

to the Works for list. edar Villa, Beckenham ° ° 

ae And Bamboozola, Elmer's End. ” | Newton-le-Willows, Lancashire. 
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first letter that he is in a position to prove that Mr. 
Childe alone invented dissolving views, and’ then, asa 
convincing and koock-down proof produces this article, 
which states in plain words that they were not invented by 
Mr. Childe at all, but by a German named Phillipstall. 
This is overshooting the mark with a vengeance, and we 
shall next expect to see the suggestion gravely advanced 
that they were not invented at all, but, like Topsy in 
‘* Uncle Tom's Cabin,"’ “ they grew.” The “ Encyclopedia 
Britannica " certainly describes dissolving views, and sug- 
gests three references to those who care to get to the root 
of the matter: they are “‘ Brewster's Optics,” ‘‘ Ganot’s 
Physics,” and the ‘‘Manual of the Magic Lantern.” 
Neither ‘‘Ganot’s Physics” nor ‘ Brewster’s Optics,” 
mention the name of the inventor or the date of the 
invention of dissolving views. 

In Fig. 4 I give you a correct drawing of the 
crigival dissolver, invented by Mr. W. R. Hill, which, for 
the sake of clearness, is drawn separately from the lan- 
terns at Fig. 1. . 

A, back p'ate ; B, front plate; C, centre of dissolver 
just openiag ; D and E, pieces of wood with parallel 

grooves in which the plates slide. 

I may mention that the two bottom lanterns were 
worked by the dissolver, the shutters being used on the 
top pair. Your readers will no doubt remember, or can 
see by referring to the number for May, that this unknown 
Correspondent very kindly and courteously charged me 
with insulting a dead man's memory, and with drawing 
On my imagination so palpably that he felt it incum- 
bent on him to address to the respected editor of this 
Journal the few polite and well-chosen words which 
accompanied his first appearance in this matter. He 
told us that he had in his possession bills of entertain- 
ment given by Mr. Childe sixty years ago, and others of 
later date. Now let us examine them. 

Bill No. 1 informs us that at the Theatre Royal, 
Brighton, Dissolvant (not dissolving, please note) Views 
will be exhibited on April 8th ; but’ which April 8th in 
what year “ Suum CurquEe” did this take place ?—the 
bill does not state the year at all. It is contended that 
this took place in 1833, and to be quite fair to “ Soum 
Curque"’ I had search made, and am informed that 
April 8th, 1833, actually did fall on Monday, the day 
named on the bill, so that although there is no actual 
evidence on the face of the bill of the correctness of the 
year I am disposed to believe that he is probably correct in 
this instance. There appears to have been a sort of 
“variety show,” as the views appear in connection 
with other entertainments of a totally different charac- 
ter. But now we come to something which will alter 
the whole complexion of affairs and put the dato 1811 out 
of court now and forever. Please give me your closest 
attention. On the bill we find these pregnant words. 
“The evening's performance will conclude with 
picturesque views which will be dissolved rrox the 
sight of the spectators in a manner truly astonishing.” 
What a revelation is this! The views were dissolved, not 

| one into another but from the sight of the audience ; or, 
in other words, the light was gradually lowered, the view 
changed for that immediately following it, and the light 
again raised just as I have already described in detail 
in a previous letter. In the face of the direct and most 
important evidence sent by Mr. W. R. Hilllast month it ap- 

" pears to me that thereis absolutely nothing more to say and 
this piece of direct and explicit confirmation of my formar 
descriptions of the early attempts to realise the dis- 
solving effect will, I think, carry conviction to the minds 
of the most sceptical. We have not yet done with this 
bill; there is more to come. .Let us not lose sight of the 
fact that these bills were produced to prove that dissolv- 
ing views were oxbibited in 1883. I quote from this bill 
the following words: ‘These novel and interesting 
features will be relieved and diversified by a variety of 
grotesque and splendid increasing and diminishing 
figures.'' What is the meaning of this. Does ‘Suusr 
CuIque"’ imagine that your readers as so simple, or so 
ignorant, that they do not recognise the old Phan- 
tasmagoria which was exhibited in London by Phillip- 
stall in 1802? No, ‘“Suum Curqug,” I am afraid we 
cannot settle the question in the way you desire on the 
strength (or I should say weakness) of these bills. 

But we will not condemn the date 1811 at once without 
further enquiry, so let us tura to— 

Bill No. 2.--Here again we find the views described as 
dissolvant, being the same as those in the former case. 
As before, they form part of a mixed dramatic and 
variety entertainment, but, although the date July 29, 
1334, is quite plain, there is not the most remote refer- 

' euce to the place in which the exhibition took place. 

j ing, 

I suppose it must have taken place in some build- 
unless the lanterns were dematerialised and 

be exhibition was held in space before an audience of 
Mahatmas. There is the name and address of a printer 

; on the bill, but I must positively decline to accept this as 
any evidence as to the place of exhibition, as it is within 
my knowledge that many travelling lecturers have their 
coloured bills printed in America for use in England. 

Bill No. 3 really contains the words ‘' Dissolving Views,” 
aad, as this is dated 1839, and I have before stated that 
Mr. Childe commenced his experiments about 1840 (which 
was corroborated in this jouroal more than a year ago), it 
is very possible that these were some of the first crude 
attempts which were afterwards elaborated ard produced 
in their present perfect form in 1846. I would most respect- 
fully ask ‘“‘Suust Curque”’ if he now feels satisfied that 
he has been in error. Just one fact to wind up with. 
When the perfected lanterns were completed for the 
Polytechnic, Mr. Childe painted ‘‘The Ruins of the 
Forum, Rome,” being his first picture, painted to order, 
for the Institution, and at the same time was exhibited 
‘Rome from the Tiber.” Mr. W. R. Hill's first painting 
for the Polytechnic. This, I think, is a sufficient answer 
to the opinion of your correspondent ‘‘ Suom Corque,” 
that dissolving views were invented ‘evidently’ before 
either Mr. Hill or Mr. Wilkie were born.” 

With apologies for this lengthy letter, 
I am, Sir, 

Yours sincerely, 
EDMUND H. WILKIE, 

Late Royal Polytechnic Institution. 

A FRIEND WANTED. 
(To the Editor.) 

Sir,—Being a etranger to london, and having no 
acquaintance in the metropolis, I should feel extremely 
obliged for your advice. I may say Iam a coal-miner, 
having worked underground for 25 years, during which 
time I have zealously studied all matters in connection 
with coal-mining. I have written a lecture on the sub- 
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ject, the syllabus of which I enclose. The illustrations 
are mostly from drawings made by myself, showing the 
various modes of working our coal and the dangers to 
which the miner is subjected. 
My motive for addressing you is from a desire to assist 

in relieving the distress in this neighbourhood caused by 
the lock-out of miners. I feel sure if some friend would 
assist me to give this lecture in London, I might be able 
to materially assist those so much in need. 

Can you recommend me to that friend? I have a lan- 
tern of my own (single) with all requisites for oxyhydrogen 
light. If some friend would kindly allow the use of 
sheet and ctretcher and manipulate the lantern, I should 
be extremely thankful. 

I may say I can bring credentials from trade societies 
and ministers of all denominations in Sheffield, and other 
leading gentlemen. If you can assist me in this endea- 
vour I shall esteem it a great favour 

Tam, Sir, yours faithfully, 
THOS. HAMMOND. 

Sheffield. 
[If any of our readers can assist our correspondent in 

obtaining a hall, we shall be pleased to put them in com- 
munication with the writer of above.—Ep.} 

— 0:—_— 

Notes and Queries. 

S. Inight.—Lick a piece of glass with the tongue 
and allow to dry, dissolve in ordinary ink a small piece 
of sugar, and draw with this upon the glass ; after it has 
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| B. J. H. writes: When using a bi-unial or triple lan- 
tern I find it very inconvenient to have to close the lens 
shutter of the lantern that has just been turned off; 
this I have to do, as there is a little light given off from 
the lime for a time. Can you tell me if there is any other 
method of preventing the light from showing from the lan- 
tern that has just been turned off ? dnswer—A patent 
has been taken out by Mr. W. C. Hughes, of Kingsland, 
for a method of interposing a shutter in front of the lime 
from which the gas has been turned off. We believe it 
acts in conjunction with the dissolver, but no doubt par- 
ticulars may be obtained from the patentee. 

C. Il. W".—You did not say what the focus of the lens 
was, or else we might have given you some definite infor- 
mation. Although the lantern is an old one you will 

: probably find that the front of the lantern is capable of 

set rub a piece of wool charged with dry lampblack over : 
the lines ; this will impart greater density 

A.J. Archer.—Letter was forwarded. The triple form 
will collect the greater angle of light. 

H. 1), Pull writes, after reading the enc!osed paragraph 
from a contemporary : ‘“‘ A well-known maker of lantern 
apparatus, himself a patentee of saturators, recently 
stated that cther had had its day with the advent of 
cheap compressed gas, and he was not far from the 
truth ’--Would you advise me to use an ether saturator ? 
-nswer,--We are acquainted with the patentees of the 
various saturators introduced, but have never known any 
one of them to express those sentiments, and if they did 
express them we should consider that they were speaking 
about a subject of which they knew little, and that their 
opinion was not worth much. By all means obtain the 
one you ask about. We have used it for some consider- 
able time, and consider it perfectly safe. 

H. Harmsworth asks: Can you recommend me to @ 
good lecture set of slides, illustrating the darker side of 
London life—other than Sim’s ‘' How the poor live'’-and 
Archer’s ‘' Slum life." Reply.—We do not know 
of any other set than those mentioned. We have 
often thought that a splendid set of slides might be 
obtained from negatives taken in the Rag Fair held every 
Friday in the Holloway Cattle Market. If any of our 
readers know of a set to suit our correspondent will they 
kindly advise us ? 

G. Bennett.—We cannot say what candle power the 
Trinity House burner will give on the screen ; the other 
lamp gives nearly a hundred candle power when used with- 
out a lantern. With regard to your proposition to write 
to Trinity House on the subject, we would suggest 
that you address Mr. G. H. Slight, c/o Trinity House 
Workshops, London, E. This gentleman is an old 
lanternist, and also an authority upon the subject of 
illuminants. 

M. Lowe. —We wrote to you by post. 

being altered so that the distance between the picture 
and lens can have more latitude than that provided by 
the rackwork on the lens, If you canuot alter this, we 
will have pleasure in giving you further information 
about the lens if you will send it to us for inspection. 
You might, however, in the meantime take out the back 
lens and put the front lens in its place, and try that. 
This will be of Jonger focus, and may answer your pur- 
pose. 

Prof. De Frere.—You need have no difficulty about the 
saturator you speak of. Your query and advertisement 
came too late for last issue. 

W. H. Spite.—We have not yet tried the method you 
mention, but believe that oxygen is freely given off. Why 
not try it on a small scale in a thin glass flask ? 

C. D. writes to state that the two books advertised in 
last journal were sold.soon after the issue was published, 
hence the reason why several cheques, postal orders, 
and stamps were returned, there being about tivo dozen 
people who sent money too late for the books advertised. 

G. B.--(1) The lamp you mention is one of the best. 
(2) As long as the screen is opaque and white, those of 
one maker are about as good as those of another. (3) 
The shorter focus of lens is the better for the lamp. 
(4) Hither of the regulators to be found iu our advertising 
columns will answer your purpose; they are both good. 

Monkton.-—With the same size disk the shorter focus 
of lens will give on the screen, roughly speaking, four 
times the light that the lens of the long focus will give 

Focal writes : I have a single lantern,short focal. Could 
you tell me best way to get it made into long focal, and 
probable cost ? Will it require additional lens? Reply. 
--If you mean that the front of the lantern will not 
extend a sufficient distance, it will be necessary to get 
the tube of nozzle lengthened. If, on the other hand, 
you mean that you have a lens of short focus, and that 
you wish to have one of longer focus, much depends on 
the make of the lens. Ifa compound one, remove the 
back combination, and put in its place the front lens. If 
this will not answer,we can only say--get another lens of 
longer fccus. 

Tourist writes: I have set of slides entitled “The 
Tourist and the Tunnel,” can any of our readers tell me 
where I can get a reading or poem for same, as, so far, I 
have failed to get one ? 

Snowball says: I purpose during the winter months 
taking some stereoscopic views of snow scenes. What 
exposures should I give with landscape lenses stop about 
F18? Answer.--Use about the same exposure as would 
be required ona bright summer day. The Askew box 
stand, as described on ‘page 171, is made by Messrs, 
Newton and Co. 
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RILEY Bros. 
BRADFORD, 

ARE THE LARGEST AND BEST 

Magic Lantern Outfitters, 
LARGEST LOAN SLIDE DEPARTMENT 

ode Ls aaee BEST 

a icy LANTERN 
IN THE WORLD 

and has the lavgest sale. 

The NEW PATENT LIMELIGHT APPARATUS, 
£2 10s.,is the simplest and safest ever made, 
requires no Hydrogen Gas. Sold on our Monthly 
Instalment System. Full particulars in our new 
catalogues, 6d. Hire List free. 

“Marvellous 
S Praestantia. 

£42 4s. i 

PHOTOGRAPHS and SLIDES 
G. WEST & SONS’ Magnificent 

Yachting Studies 
England’s Cup Defenders :— 

VALKYRIE, BRITANNIA, SATANILA, CALLUNA, 
&e., &e. 

America’s Cup Defenders :— 

VIGILANT, COLONIA. JUBILEE, NAVAHOE 
Send for New Lists, post free. 

H.M. SHIPS OF WAR. 

SAILOR LIFE, Ashore and Afloat. 

TORPEDO WARFARE, &e., &c. 

42 Medals awarded for Marine Subjects. 

G. WEST & SON, 
PALMERSTON ROAD, SOUTHSEA. 

(iv) VALENTINE & SONS’(\) 
qelebrated Tyantern &Sjlides 

Are the Best Toned and most carefully-selected Slides on the Market. 
Every Slide put out by us is made by the Wet Plate Process, which is still unrivalled for Depth and Beauty of Tone. 
OUR NEW CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be forwarded FREE on application to— 

154, PERTH ROAD, DUNDEE. 
Amongst our New Sets are the following :— 

No. of Slides No. of Slides No, of Slides 1—A Tour through New Zealand .. 50{ 5.—The Fjelds and Fjords of Norway 50 9.—The Land of Willlam the 2.—Ditto ditto 2nd Series .. 50, 
3.—An Hourin Shakespeare’sCountry 36 
4.—Fifty Wonders In Nature and Art 50 

Beards’ C0 
Medal awarded, Sept. 1891, Royal Corn- 

wall Polytechnic Exhibition. 

Eclipse Single Lantern Siide Carrier 
HIGHLY CoMMENDED, 

‘* Pringle Beard” Miniature 
Telescopic Lantern. 

Fitted with special he'ioscopic jacket 
focussing. Skewed gearing for lime 
turning off jet. Packs into polished 
mahogany case; outside sizes, 8tin. by 

. Glin. by Thin. high. 

MPRESSED GAS REGULATOR 

To be had at any Opticians. 

R. RK. BEARD, 

62 Alscot Road, Bermondgey, 
London 8.E. 

6.—A Night with Burns ce ee ee 836 
| 7.—AnImal Studies at the Zoo.. .. 
8.—Madeira, the Sunny Isle .. .. 

Conqueror we Se ait ee oar “SO 
18 10.—Brittany and Brittany Folk .. 36 
36 

WRAYS LANTERN LENSES. 
PRICES WITH RACK AND PINION. £3.4. 

6 inch equivalent focus aperture nearly fj3 .. is +» 410 0 
ine. Si aperture fully f/4 ee ai -- 510 0 

6 inch and 9 inch lenses both fitting one rack j .cket 910 0 

10 % Discount for Cash with Order 

List pf Photographic Lenses tree. 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF TELESCOPES AND MICRO- 
SCOPES FOR STAMP. 

ww. WwrRAw, 
OPTICIAN, 

NORTH HILL, HIGHGATE, LONDON, N, 
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LIME: LIGHT JETS & SATURATORS 
OF THE FINEST QUAL 

ss, Wholesale & Export, direct from the me 

BEST DESIGNS, p 
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY, at the LOWEST PRICES 

For a maximum of light at a minimum 
of cost, use the 

GRIDIRON SATURATOR. 

ABSOLUTELY SAFE. 
BAaiws ATALOTOsaw 

Illustrated List or Jets and particulars of Saturator free to any 
part of the world. 

He. BROWN, 
13, OSSULSTON ST,, LONDON. NW. 

New Patent “Newtonian” La 

LENSES. 
| Condensers Compound for Enlarging or 

Optical Lantern. 
4 42 42 5 5: 6 7 8 9 ins. diameter 

Q/- 12/- 15j- 21/- 27/- 36/- 45/- 60/- 100/- each. 

SpecraL Form 4 41 ba iple Condensers 43 
ror Lone Focus. -- 

Price each 12/6 16/6 18/- 25/- 

Single Lenses to replace broken ones at half the above 
prices. 

LANTERN LENSES 
Best English Make, giving superb definition 

and fiat field, in rack mount, 18s. 6d. 

In Interchangeable Mounts, 35s. 
Large Size for long focus, 45s, 

These can be had in matched pairs or threes tor dissolving effects 
without extra charge. 

Any of these lenses sent on three days approval. 

A High- class. Single Lantern, complete, fitted 
with above, £3 12s. 

¢, GOODWIN NORTON, 
38, Marchmont St., London, Wc. 

mp 
THE MOST POWERFUL AND SIMPLE LAMP YET CONSTRUCTED. 

This new Lamp, which 

has four 2-inch wicks, ex- 

ceeds in intensity and pene- 

trating power even Newton’s 

well-known ‘“ REFULGENT” 

Lamps, which have long 

held the first place for bril- 
liancy. 

—.:0:——_ 

BURNS VERY FREELY 

AXD STEADILY. 

— :0:——_ 

Price 20s. 

Tt is easier to manipu- 
late than any other. 

There are no unneces- 
sary adjustments. 

The reflector of - each 
lamp is permanently 
adjusted to its most 
effective distance be- 
fore being sent out. 

The chimney is perma- 
nently adjusted to the 
exact height found by 
experiment to give 
the best results. 

SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF 
NEW SLIDES, ETC., 1S 
NOW READY. 

PATENTEES “AND SOLE MAKERS: 

NEWTON & CO., 3, Fleet Street, LONDON. 
Printed and Published by the Proprietors, TaYLoR Bros, 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.O. 
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